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Abstract

Endothelial cells form the first barrier that leukocytes have to breach in order to reach the site of
inflammation. Focal adhesions are the cellular structures that connect the endothelial cytoskeleton to the
extracellular matrix. Focal adhesion kinase (FAK) is a signalling protein that is localized to focal
adhesions and becomes phosphorylated during leukocyte recruitment. The main aim of this thesis
research was to test the hypothesis that FAK is required for leukocyte transmigration. We used in vitro
models of TNF-α - and IL-4-mediated inflammation to examine the recruitment and transmigration of
neutrophils and eosinophils, respectively. We observed shear-independent loss of FAK in the proximity
of neutrophil transmigration. Downregulation of FAK by siRNA, or disruption of FAK signalling by
overexpression of FRNK (FAK-related non kinase, an inhibitor of FAK) decreased neutrophil
transmigration without interfering with the TNF-α signalling pathway, implicating a functional role for
FAK during neutrophil transmigration. In contrast, downregulation of FAK had no effect on eosinophil
transmigration. Surprisingly, FRNK overexpression reduced eosinophil transmigration and this was
shown to occur independently of FAK. FRNK blocked eosinophil recruitment and transmigration by
preventing transcription and protein expression of IL-4 mediated VCAM-1 and CCL26. Interestingly, the
FAK inhibitor FAK-II also blocked VCAM-1 and CCL26 expression through an unknown mechanism
that we propose involves enhanced availability of the scaffolding domains of inactivated FAK. Finally,
we attempted to determine how FRNK regulates expression of VCAM-1. Phosphorylation and nuclear
localization of the transcription factor STAT6 were unaffected by FRNK. We found that, in addition to
STAT6, IL-4 also regulates expression of GATA6, which induced VCAM-1 expression, and that loss of
GATA6 attenuated eosinophil recruitment and transmigration. FRNK reduced IL-4-induced transcription
of GATA6 but not its translation. Although we were unable to determine how FRNK regulates VCAM-1,
endogenous FRNK was shown to be regulated by IL-4, suggesting an anti-inflammatory role for FRNK in
an IL-4 model of leukocyte recruitment.
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Chapter One: Introduction
1.1 Fundamentals of Inflammation
Inflammation is a defensive response of vascular tissues against pathogens(1). It is
typically described as leakage of protein rich-exudate from the intravascular to the extravascular
space and transmigration of leukocytes into the affected tissues. Leukocyte recruitment and
transmigration to the site of injury is critical for maintenance of inflammation. Generally
inflammation is a highly regulated mechanism but unregulated inflammation can lead to a
harmful state called inflammatory disease. Inflammation was first described as having four
cardinal signs by the Roman physician Cornelius Celsus:calor (heat), rubor (redness), dolor
(pain) and tumor (swelling). Later, Rudolf Virchow (“father of modern pathology”) introduced a
fifth attribute, functio laesa (loss of function) to this list.

Inflammation is basically classified into two types: acute and chronic. Acute
inflammation is described as an early response of the organism against pathogens, and chronic or
prolonged inflammation involves lymphocytes and monocytes along with granulocytes, and can
last for weeks to years. Neutrophils are integral to the development of the acute inflammatory
response because they are the first cells to reach the site of infection (2). They are also the most
abundant leukocytes in the blood, accounting for more than 60% of the white blood cell count.
Like other white blood cells, they are produced and undergo maturation in the bone marrow.
Infiltration of neutrophils mostly occurs following bacterial infection. Once recruited to the site
of infection, neutrophils are powerful phagocytes that kill microbes and help clear the infection.

Eosinophils are granulocytes derived from the same progenitor cells as neutrophils and
1

make up 1-6% of white blood cells. They are closely related to another subclass of granulocytes
called basophils because of their similar differentiation pathway and membrane receptors (3).
Eosinophils are one of the immune system components actively responsible for combating
parasitic infection. In addition, studies showed an increased number of eosinophils in lung and
described it as a typical sign of asthma (4). Eosinophils release a collection of proallergic/inflammatory cytokines, including Interleukin-4 (IL-4), Interleukin-5 (IL-5), Interleukin10 (IL-10), Granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) and Tumor necrosis
factor-α (TNF-α), which all play an important role in the allergic response (5, 6). Together these
studies suggest that eosinophils are major players in some inflammatory diseases.

Endothelial cells are present at the inner lining of blood vessels and provide a barrier
between the vessel wall and the blood. These cells are active participants in the regulation of
inflammatory processes (7). Previously, endothelial cells were believed to be only an inert
“Teflon-like” layer to prevent blood clotting. In the early 1980s, accumulating knowledge of cell
structure and function changed our understanding of their role from that of passive to active
membrane participants, not only in vascular homeostasis but also in inflammation, thrombosis
and angiogenesis (8, 9).

1.2 Leukocyte Recruitment –the paradigm
The leukocyte recruitment cascade starts with activation of vascular endothelial cells by
inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-1ßeta and IL-4 (10). These cytokines are secreted by
resident macrophages that recognise infectious pathogens via pathogen-associated molecular
pattern receptors (PAMPs). The most recently proposed recruitment cascade is comprised of
2

seven steps: capture, rolling, slow rolling, arrest, adhesion, intravascular crawling, and
transmigration (paracellular or transcellular) (10, 11). This multi-step paradigm describes a
general model of leukocyte recruitment, but certain organs are exceptions: for example,
neutrophils adhere to the wall of inflamed liver sinusoids without undergoing selectin-mediated
rolling (12, 13).

During inflammation leukocytes get captured on the apical surface of endothelial cells via
binding of PSGL to cellular adhesion molecules called selectins. (Figure 1.1) (14). After this first
interaction, under flow conditions leukocytes start rolling via a series of binding and release
interactions with the same selectins expressed at the inflamed endothelial cells (15). Once rolling
upon the inflamed endothelial cells, chemokine receptors present on the leukocyte surface bind
to chemokines at the apical surface of endothelial cells. Activated leukocytes upregulate the
expression of a class of adhesion molecules called integrins on the endothelial cell surface and
then finally transmigrate into the tissues (16).

3

Figure 1.1: Leukocyte recruitment cascade.
Leukocyte recruitment begins with their capture and then rolling on the apical surface of the
endothelial cells at the postcapillary venules, via binding of PSGL-1 on the leukocytes to
selectins expressed on the surface of endothelial cells. This leads to the activation of leukocytes
via binding of chemokines at the endothelial cell surface to chemokine receptors on the
leukocytes (chemokine receptors not shown). Activation leads to conformational changes in
integrins which can then bind to adhesion molecules (ICAM-1 or VCAM-1) expressed on
endothelial cells. This step results in leukocytes firmly adhering and finally transmigrating across
the endothelium.

4

1.3 Adhesion and activation molecules involved in leukocyte recruitment
1.3.1 Selectin-mediated rolling
Tethering and rolling of leukocytes are the first steps towards leukocyte recruitment.
Tethering is the initial capture of the leukocyte with the endothelium that sets up the process of
rolling (15). Rolling consists of a series of transient interactions between a leukocyte and the
endothelium. Both these processes are mediated predominantly through interactions between
selectins and their ligands. All three types of selectins, L-selectin, P-selectin and E-selectin are
glycoproteins that share a similar ligand-binding lectin-like domain at the N-terminus. E-selectin
and P-selectin are expressed in endothelium, while L-selectin is constitutively expressed on the
surface of various blood leukocytes where it acts as “homing receptor”.

P-selectin is constitutively expressed in endothelial cells and stored in endothelial
granules called Weibel-Palade bodies(17). In response to pro-inflammatory molecules, P-selectin
moves to the cell surface and recruits leukocytes to the inflamed endothelial cell surface(18).
Unlike P-selectin, E-selectin expression in endothelial cells usually requires inflammatory
cytokine mediated signalling for protein synthesis(19).

PSGL-1 is expressed on leukocytes and acts as ligand for all three classes of selectins
(20, 21), however E-selectin also binds to another ligand known as ESL-1 (E-selectin ligand)
(22). Binding of PSGL-1 to E or P-selectin on inflamed endothelial cells initiates primary
capture and rolling. Studies also showed that leukocytes can bind to one another through mutual
L-selectin-PSGL-1 interactions, leading to secondary rolling (23). Cross-linking of E or Pselectins by binding to ligands leads to the activation of signalling in endothelial cells, which is
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critical for leukocyte recruitment (24). At the same time, binding of selectin induces signals in
the ligand-expressing leukocyte, which are important for adhesion (25). This initial interaction of
leukocyte with endothelial cell enables leukocyte adhesion via activation of integrin mediated
signalling.

1.3.2 Integrins - Rolling and adhesion
Integrins are heterodimeric transmembrane receptors expressed on leukocytes. They
participate in both leukocyte rolling and adhesion. Alpha-4beta1 integrin (VLA4, also known as
very late antigen) is present on leukocytes and is involved in tethering and rolling by binding to
its ligand Vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1), or to mucosal addressin cell adhesion
molecule-1 (MadCAM-1)(26). Similarly, in vivo studies in the TNF-α model of inflammation
showed that Beta 2 integrins (LFA-1 and Mac-1) bind to ligand ICAM-1, which is required for
neutrophil rolling(27, 28).

Integrins are also critical for leukocyte firm adhesion. Integrins on the leukocyte surface
alter their binding capability after activation and change from closed conformation to open
conformation at the cell membrane (29, 30). In the open conformation, integrins can bind to
adhesion molecules expressed on inflamed endothelial cells. These adhesion molecules are
members of the immunoglobulin family and include ICAM-1, 2 or 3 (intercellular adhesion
molecule), VCAM-1 (vascular cell adhesion molecule-1) and PECAM-1 (platelet-endothelial
cell adhesion molecule-1) (10).
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ICAM-1 (CD54) is an immunoglobulin class of glycoprotein that is expressed in
endothelial cells at a basal level and then upregulated by inflammatory mediators (31, 32).
During firm adhesion, leukocyte integrins Lymphocyte Function-associated Antigen-1 (LFA-1)
(CD11a/CD18) and Macrophage Receptor 1(Mac-1) (CD11b/CD18) bind to ICAM-1(33, 34).
VCAM-1 (CD106), vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (110KDa) is also expressed in inflamed
endothelial cells after activation with pro-inflammatory cytokines, and specifically to alpha4 beta
1 (VLA4) or alpha 4 beta 7 integrin present on leukocytes during recruitment (35, 36). Once the
leukocyte is completely arrested on the surface of the endothelial cell it will finally crawl and
transmigrate to the inflamed tissue (37).

Previous studies determined that chemokines released from leukocytes, endothelial cells
and other cells are important for integrin-mediated leukocytes’ arrest and activation (10, 38).
While rolling, leukocytes get activated by binding to chemoattractants present at the luminal
surface of endothelial cells such as interleukin-8 (IL-8)(39, 40), or chemokine (C-C motif) ligand
26 (CCL26)(41) derived from activated endothelial cells. These chemokines bind to the Gprotein coupled receptors (GPCRs) expressed on leukocytes and activate integrins via
downstream signalling pathways that promote recruitment of talin and kindlin at the cytoplasmic
tail of integrins(10, 30). Activation of chemokine receptors leads to a conformational change in
integrins from a low affinity inactive conformation to a high affinity active conformation(42)
resulting in ligand binding and leukocyte arrest.
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1.3.3 Transmigration
Following firm adhesion, leukocytes must breach the endothelium and transmigrate from
the blood stream to the injured tissue. This process can occur in a paracellular (between adjacent
endothelial cells) or transcellular (through endothelial cells) manner (10, 43). Activated
endothelial cells contain adhesion molecules, cytoskeletal proteins such as alpha-actinin(44),
tubulin(45) and vimentin(46), and cytoplasmic proteins such as ezrin, radixin and moesin(47)
that are involved in leukocyte transmigration. These molecules participate in transcellular
transmigration by the formation of “transmigratory cups”. However proteins like PECAM-1,
JAMs and VE-cadherin are involved in paracellular transmigration(48).

PECAM-1 (CD31; platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule-1) is a member of the
immunological super family and is expressed on endothelial cells, largely present at intercellular
junctions (49). Many in vitro and in vivo studies have shown a role for PECAM-1 in neutrophil
and monocyte transmigration. Blocking of PECAM-PECAM interaction has no effect on
leukocyte adhesion suggesting the role for PECAM is restricted to leukocyte transmigration(50).
Junctional adhesion molecule-A (JAM-A)(48, 51, 52) and other members of this protein family,
JAM-B and JAM-C, as well as endothelial cell selective-adhesion molecule (ESAM), and
Cluster of differentiation 99 (CD99) also participate in paracellular transmigration(10). CD99 is
expressed on both leukocytes and endothelial cells and similar to PECAM, the homophilic
interaction between endothelial CD99 and neutrophil CD99 is required for transmigration(53).
However, PECAM-1 does not appear to play a role in eosinophil recruitment, although the
expression levels on eosinophils are comparable to those expressed by neutrophils (54).
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Inflamed endothelial cells also rearrange adherent junctional proteins to allow leukocyte
transmigration. Vascular endothelial-cadherin (VE-cadherin), which is maintained in a
dephosphorylated state in endothelial cells via vascular endothelial cell protein tyrosine
phosphatase (VE-PTP) (55), is associated with the actin cytoskeleton via beta catenin and p120
(56, 57). During leukocyte transmigration, displacement of VE-PTP from VE-cadherin is the
first step of VE-cadherin phosphorylation (57). Studies showed that phosphorylation of VEcadherin via Src or Protein tyrosine kinase 2 beta (Pyk2) inhibits its binding to p120 and betacatenin, and facilitates its removal from the adherent junctions (57, 58). Several in vitro and in
vivo studies demonstrated that treatment of endothelial cells with anti VE-cadherin antibody, or
mutation of specific VE-cadherin tyrosine residues, inhibits the release of p120 or beta catenin
and leads to maintenance of VE-cadherin at the adherence junction and reduced transmigration
(57, 59, 60). Together, these studies suggested that VE-cadherin is a critical regulator of
leukocyte transmigration.

1.4 Inflammatory cytokines
Inflammatory cytokines are glycoproteins involved in inflammation. These cytokines
activate endothelial cells and upregulate adhesion molecules and other chemokines that are
important for leukocyte recruitment. TNF-α is a major pro-inflammatory cytokine that is
produced by leukocytes and acts on other inflammatory cells. It is involved in systemic
inflammation and is one of the cytokines that makes up the acute phase reaction. Binding of
TNF-α to the TNF receptor expressed on endothelial cells upregulates the expression of Eselectin, adhesion molecules such as ICAM-1 and VCAM-1(61), and chemokines such as IL-8,
which are critical for leukocyte recruitment (62). Upregulation of adhesion molecules and
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chemokines is initiated by activation of the transcription factor nuclear factor κB (NFκB)
pathway(63, 64).

IL-4 is a Th2 cytokine (65) that binds to the type II receptor present on endothelial cells
and upregulates the expression of adhesion molecules and chemokines that are critical for
leukocyte recruitment. The type II receptor consists of the common IL-4R alpha chain present
also in the type 1 receptor, and the IL-13R alpha chain(66, 67). Endothelial cells do not express
the common gamma chain which is expressed in type I receptors. Binding of IL-4 to the IL-4
receptor on endothelial cells increases phosphorylation of c-Jun N-terminal kinases (JAK2) and
Signal transducer and activator of transcription6 (STAT6) (68). Phosphorylated STAT6
homodimer translocates into the nucleus, where it acts as a transcription factor for the adhesion
molecules VCAM-1 (69) and P-selectin (70), as well as chemokine CCL26 (41).

These studies indicate that the IL-4 inflammation model for leukocyte recruitment is
significantly different than the TNF-α inflammation model. TNF-α transcriptionally regulates Eselectin in endothelial cells (71), whereas IL-4 transcriptionally regulates P-selectin (70). IL-4
regulates adhesion molecules like VCAM-1 expression, and our lab has shown that VCAM-1
and P-selectin are involved in eosinophil tethering (72). Eosinophils can use either E-selectin or
P-selectin for attachment but in vitro and in vivo studies showed that P-selectin mediated
attachment is more efficient then E-selectin (73, 74). IL-4 inflammation in the mouse cremaster
muscle also showed VCAM-1 mediated eosinophil recruitment (75). In contrast, TNF-α
regulates expression of E-selectin, VCAM-1 and ICAM-1, but not P-selectin, explaining why
TNF-α is not the best model to study eosinophil recruitment. These in vitro and in vivo studies
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conclude that different adhesion molecules are up-regulated with different cytokines and regulate
recruitment of different types of leukocytes.

1.5 Shear Stress
Shear stress is typically required for leukocyte recruitment and transmigration. In
addition to adhesion molecules, shear stress is also an important regulator of transmigration (76).
This mechanical force is detected by cells and translated into biochemical signals. Most
leukocyte transmigration is shear-dependent, as has been shown for eosinophils by Cuvelier et al.
(77). Some leukocytes like neutrophils or monocytes can transmigrate under static conditions as
well, although Kitiyama et al. showed that neutrophil transmigration is accelerated under flow
conditions (78). These studies established the concept that shear stress regulates leukocyte
transmigration, but how endothelial cells sense shear stress during leukocyte recruitment remains
largely unknown. Parallel plate flow chambers are used to study the interaction between
leukocytes and endothelial cells in vitro. Although the design of flow chambers varies, the basic
principle is to create flow conditions that mimic the physiological environment (79), providing
an excellent in vitro model to study leukocyte recruitment.

Many studies provided the evidence that endothelial cells sense shear stress(80) and get
oriented in the direction of flow (80, 81). These studies suggest that endothelial cells are
competent of changing their morphology in response to shear stress. However the effect of shear
stress is not only on the morphology but it also regulates gene expression of E-selectin, ICAM1and VCAM-1(82). Studies showed that endothelial proteins PECAM-1,VE-cadherin and VEGF
receptor (also known as FLK1) together work as a mechanosensorary complex (83) and activate
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many signalling pathways such as activation of cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) (84), and endothelial
nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) (85). Previous studies also showed activation of signalling
pathways leading to increased intracellular Ca2+ (86), activated extracellular-signal Regulated
Kinase (Erk 1/2) (87), and activated focal adhesion kinase (FAK) (88).

1.6 Focal Adhesions
Focal adhesion (FAs) or cell matrix adhesions are elongated dynamic clusters of
structural and signalling proteins present at the periphery of cells which connect the outside
extracellular matrix to the inside actin cytoskeleton (Figure 1.2). In 1971 Abercrombie et al. first
identified these structures and described them as “adhesion plaques”(89, 90). Later, J. P. Heath
renamed them “focal adhesions”(91), sites where a cell has close contact with the extracellular
matrix and that are essential for the growth of adherent cells (92). Focal adhesion proteins,
present in the 40 nm space that separates integrins from the actin fibers, regulate many structural
and signalling events (93, 94).
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Figure 1.2: The Focal adhesion
Focal adhesions are structures that form a connecting link between extracellular and intracellular
environments. Many proteins are present at focal adhesions and mediate a contact between the
actin cytoskeleton and extracellular matrix. Vinculin, Actopaxin, Paxillin and talin are some of
the structural and adaptor proteins, and FAK, Src, and ERK are signalling proteins which
participate in many different signalling pathways. Figure from Deakin et al. originally published
in Journal of Cell Science (2008) 121: 2435-2444 (95)
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1.6.1 Structure and organisation of Focal Adhesions
Based on their shape and size, focal adhesions are divided into three main categories.
Focal complexes (FXs), first described by Nobes and Hall (96), are small dot-like adhesions that
form during the first contact with the extracellular matrix during cell migration. Focal adhesions
(FAs) are larger and more stable structures than focal complexes, and link to actin- and myosincontaining stress fibers(89). Focal complexes either mature into Focal Adhesions in response to
GTP binding proteins or get degraded (97).The third type is known as fibrillar adhesions (FBs),
which are more mature and stable than focal adhesions (98). There are many different proteins
which contribute to the formation of the different stages of focal adhesions.

As a connecting link, focal adhesions receive a signal from the outside of the cell as a
mechanical signal and convert it to a biochemical signal that regulates many cell functions, such
as cell migration, differentiation, proliferation (99-101) and gene expression (102). These dense
protein-containing regions are functional regulators between integrins and the actin cytoskeleton
(103).

1.6.2 Role of focal adhesion proteins in mechanosignalling
Mechanotransduction is the process by which mechanical force is converted into
biochemical signals (104) which is crucial for various cell functions. Focal adhesions are
proposed as mechanosensors because of their presence between the cell matrix and the
cytoskeleton. They can integrate mechanical and biochemical signals between the outside and
inside of the cell, thereby regulating processes such as cell proliferation, motility, apoptosis and
differentiation(101). Focal adhesions are hubs composed of over 80 different proteins, including
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adaptor or anchor proteins that establish the mechanical linkage between the cytoskeleton and
the extracellular matrix (94).

Structural proteins within focal adhesions link membrane receptors to the actin
cytoskeleton, whereas signalling proteins sense the external signal and initiate various cell
signalling pathways(92). Signalling proteins in focal adhesions include tyrosine kinases such as
Src and FAK, GTPases such as GIT, and adaptor proteins like paxillin and CrkII (101, 103).
FAK is the best studied signalling protein at focal adhesions and a key molecule for various
signalling pathways (105). Studies show that cells deficient in both FAK and Src have more
stable focal adhesions, suggesting the importance of these kinases and downstream signals in
mediating focal adhesion turnover, which is essential for leukocyte transmigration (106, 107).
Paxillin, zyxin, tensin, vinculin, α-actinin and talin are scaffolding protein that allow proper
localization and recruitment of other proteins in focal adhesions (103).

FAK has been implicated in mechanosensing and a study by Wang et al. described the
role of FAK in directional migration (108). The auto-phosphorylation site Y397 is critical for
FAK mediated signalling and studies showed increased phosphorylation of Y397 in endothelial
and smooth muscle cells when mechanical force is applied (109). Recent studies also suggest
that not just the kinase domain but also the scaffolding domains of FAK are critical for
mechanosensing (110).
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1.7 Structural features of FAK
Focal adhesion kinase is a non-receptor kinase and was first identified in 1992 as a
substrate of Src. Three different labs independently described FAK as a tyrosine kinase that
localized at focal contacts (111-113). FAK is a 125-kDa protein involved in many critical
cellular events including adhesion, proliferation, migration and cell survival (114). It is
ubiquitously expressed and highly conserved, showing greater than 90% homology with other
species, including mouse and frog (115). FAK is critical during development as shown by studies
demonstrating that FAK null mice die at early embryonic stages (107).

Unlike many other tyrosine kinases FAK does not contain SH2 and SH3 domains. Instead,
FAK has a large N-terminal domain known as the FERM domain and a C-terminal domain
known as the FAT domain, each about 400 amino acids in length, flanking the central catalytic
or kinase domain (Figure 1.3) (116).
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Figure 1.3: Domain structure of FAK
The N-terminal FERM, kinase, and C-terminal FAT domains of FAK are shown with the binding
partners. The FERM (four-point-one, ezrin, radixin, moesin) domain is the receptor binding
domain. The focal adhesion targeting (FAT) domain binds to other focal adhesion proteins
including paxillin and talin. Proline rich sequences (PR) and sites of tyrosine phosphorylation
(Y) are illustrated.
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Pyk2 (proline-rich tyrosine kinase 2; cell adhesion kinase beta) shares structural
homology with FAK and significant sequence homology (46% identical and 64% similar at the
protein level) mainly in the kinase domain (115, 117). Pyk2 has four tyrosine phosphorylation
sites (Y402, Y579/80 and Y881) at analogous positions to that of FAK (Y397, Y576/7 and
Y925), and upon phosphorylation recruits Src family kinases.

Interestingly, while FAK is ubiquitously expressed, Pyk2 is often highly expressed only
in cells of the haematopoietic and nervous systems (115). Unlike FAK, Pyk2 is not typically
associated with focal adhesions, and instead is often localised in punctate spots in the perinuclear region (118). However, studies on fibroblasts and endothelial cells showed a
compensatory role of Pyk2 with FAK knockdown, suggesting some functional similarity
between these proteins (119, 120).

1.7.1 N-Terminal FERM domain
The N-terminal FERM domain (1-415 amino acid) of FAK (four-point-one, ezrin,
radixin, moesin domain) binds to different receptors and functionally links the plasma membrane
with the cytoskeleton (121). Similar to other FERM domain proteins, FAK contains three
different lobes in its FERM region: F1, F2 and F3 (122). The F1 lobe is specific for ubiquitationlike folds, the F2 lobe is for acetyl CoA binding, and F3 is the Pleckstrin homology
phosphotyrosine-binding (PH-PTB) domain. FAK also contains a nucleus export signal l (NES)
and a nuclear localization signal (NLS) in the F1 lobes (123, 124).
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The FERM domain is important in FAK phosphorylation and activation of subsequent
signalling pathways. The key tyrosine residue, Tyr-397, is the autophosphorylation site located
in a linker region connecting the FERM and kinase domains. During the inactive confirmation
state, the F2 lobe of FERM binds with the Phe-596 so that the Tyr-397 autophosphorylation site
is autoinhibited. Binding of the FERM domain with other proteins releases the FERM-kinase
domain interaction and theTyr-397 site becomes autophosphorylated, recruiting Src and
promoting Src-mediated phosphorylation of other tyrosine kinase residues Tyr576 and Tyr577
(122).

While the FERM domain is critical for the autophosphorylation and conformation of
FAK (125), under conditions of cellular stress it can also facilitate nuclear translocation of FAK
and promote binding to p53 and the E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase MDM2 (123, 126). This kinaseindependent scaffolding function of the FERM domain mediates degradation of P53.

Recently, endothelial FAK also showed a critical role for the FERM domain in
inflammatory VCAM-1 expression. The FERM domain mediated nuclear FAK interaction with
GATA4 and ubiquitin E3 ligase CHIP(127). This finding suggests that a scaffolding function of
the N-terminal FERM domain is critical for nuclear-localization of FAK and VCAM-1
expression.
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1.7.2 Kinase domain
There are six major sites of tyrosine phosphorylation in FAK: Y397,Y407, Y576, Y577,
Y861, and Y925 (Figure 1.3). Y397, is present upstream of the kinase domain and the only
residue known to be phosphorylated by FAK itself, whereas the others appear to be
phosphorylated by Src (128, 129). The ATP binding site is located in the kinase domain and
binds to ATP in the active conformation of FAK. Autophosphorylation of Y397 generates a
high-‐affinity binding site for the SH2 domain of Src. The interaction of Src with
autophosphorylated Y397 results in the phosphorylation of FAK residues Y407, Y576, and Y577
which increases FAK activity (128).

1.7.3 Carboxy-terminal FAT domain
The carboxy-terminal portion of FAK (amino acid residues 667-1090) contains two
proline rich regions, two paxillin binding sequences (130-132), a talin binding sequence (131,
132), the focal adhesion targeting domain (FAT) and the tyrosine phosphorylation sites at
positions 861 and 925 (Figure 1.3). Subcellular localization of FAK is essential for its function
and, similar to the N-terminal domain, the C-terminal domain participates in various proteinprotein interactions. FAK is localized to newly formed focal contact and existing focal adhesions
via the FAT domain (133-136). As FAK is not directly linked to the cytoplasmic tail of integrins,
the FAT sequence directs FAK to focal adhesions via paxillin (137) or talin (132).

A recent study reported the dimerization of FAK via interactions between the F2 FERM
domain and the C-terminal FAT domain (125, 138). Both FERM and FAT domains are
important for FAK phosphorylation of Y397, and are also critical for FAK activation and nuclear
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localization through modulation with paxillin binding (125).

The C-terminal FAT domain is a protein-protein docking domain and has a role in FAK
localization at focal adhesions. The FAT domain has multiple protein-protein interaction sites
(residues 919-1039) that are important for FAK phosphorylation and recruitment at the focal
adhesions. Recently one mutant of FAK (FAK-del33) was identified in which 27 amino acids of
the FAT domain were absent. Overexpression of this mutant resulted in constitutive
phosphorylation of Y397 (139), suggesting that the FAT domain is important for
autophosphorylation of Y397. Another tyrosine phosphorylation site, Y925, is present in the
FAT domain and studies showed its role in VEGF-induced tumor angiogenesis (140, 141). In
conclusion, deciphering the scaffolding functions of FAK will be required to fully appreciate its
range of physiological functions and its potential as a therapeutic target.

1.7.4 Downstream Signalling of FAK
Many studies have established FAK as a central mediator of integrin signalling that is
critical for cellular outcomes: proliferation, migration and apoptosis (133, 142). Studies have
established FAK as an organizer of the assembly of signalling complexes and as the key
signalling tyrosine kinase downstream of many signalling pathways. Activated FAK recruits Src
via Y397 at focal adhesion sites to form FAK-Src signalling complexes critical for tyrosine
phosphorylation of other tyrosine sites of FAK (143). When the Y397 autophosphorylation site
was mutated, FAK failed to associate with Src and showed dynamic reduction in the
phosphorylation of other tyrosine kinase sites. These studies concluded that FAK activation
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occurs in two phases, where first the Y397 site is autophosphorylated and second Src is recruited
for phosphorylation of other tyrosine residues and complete activation (144). The FAK-Src
complex then phosphorylates other focal adhesion signalling and adaptor proteins such as
paxillin, which activates diverse signalling pathways regulating cell migration. Binding of
paxillin at the C-terminal of FAK recruits other adaptor proteins such as paxillin kinase linker
(PKL). The phosphoryation of PKL is dependent on p21 activated kinase (PAK). Once recruited,
this complex may link Cdc42 and Rac to PAK, LIMK or MLCK to regulate cell migration (145147).

Another FAK downstream signalling pathway is Src-mediated association and
phosphorylation of p130cas. Binding of Src to FAK is critical as disruption of FAK/Src binding
prevents phosphorylation of p130cas resulting in defective cell migration (148). P130cas is a
docking protein and, when activated, binds with another protein called Crk. Association of
Cas/Crk regulates membrane ruffling and cell migration (149).

The signalling pathways linked by these adaptor proteins may overlap with each other.
FAK-mediated ERK activation is dependent on binding of many adaptor proteins. FAKmediated activation of Shc and subsequent recruitment of GRB-2 leads to activation of the Ras
pathway (150). Another potential link between FAK and ERK is the association of p130cas with
the adaptor protein, NCK, that leads to integrin-dependent Erk activation (151).

FAK is involved in initial focal contact formation as well as disassembly and turnover of
focal adhesions (107), processes that are all required for continuous cell adhesion to the
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extracellular matrix. Disassembly of focal adhesions is decreased in FAK null cells and
exogenous expression of wild type FAK restores the rate of focal adhesion disassembly and
migration (107). Similarly, another study showed a migration defect in FAK-/- fibroblasts due to
their inability to disassemble and turn over focal adhesions (152). These studies suggest that
focal adhesion turnover is primarily regulated by FAK, although other focal adhesion proteins,
such as paxillin, are also involved. Overexpression of a phosphorylation site-mutated paxillin
resulted in inhibition of FAK mediated focal adhesion turnover (153).

1.7.5 Role in vivo (genetically modified animals)
FAK is essential for development since FAK-deficient mouse embryos do not develop
past the E8.5 stage despite normal implantation (107). While FAK is expressed throughout the
embryo, expression is highest in the mesoderm, so the lack of FAK expression leads to
mesodermal defects. FAK-deficient embryos show defects in head, neural tube and heart tube
development (154).

The importance of FAK in specific organ development was elucidated through the
development of conditional knockouts. Endothelial-specific FAK knockouts die between E9.5
and E11.5, indicating the importance of FAK in the development of the vasculature (155). These
mice had defective angiogenesis in the embryo, yolk sac and placenta, and other developmental
delays. These studies strongly support a role for FAK in angiogenesis and vascular development
(156). Other studies have shown a role for FAK in cardiac development, and deletion of FAK in
embryonic heart compromises cardiomyocyte proliferation and migration (157). To investigate
the role of the kinase domain of FAK, kinase-dead(KD) FAK knockin mice were created. The
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ATP binding site was point mutated and lysine 454 was changed to arginine. The FAK KD
mouse was embryonic lethal at E9.5 due to defects in vessel formation. These studies confirm
that FAK kinase activity is essential in embryonic developmental processes (158, 159).

1.7.6 Role in human disease
Proliferation, differentiation and migration are critical steps for normal cell development
but unregulated events can result in tumor formation. In several tumor types, the expression of
FAK is amplified and the level of FAK expression is closely associated with the invasiveness of
the tumour (160). Increased expression of FAK leads to increased migration for several
metastatic tumors such as colon (161), breast (162), ovarian (163, 164), and melanomas.
Increased FAK expression was also observed in other carcinomas including those of the thyroid,
prostate, cervix, oral epithelium and rectum (160, 165-167). Many studies with tumour tissues
have demonstrated increased phosphorylation of Y397 as a marker for FAK activation during
tumour progression (142), suggesting a role for the kinase domain. A role for the scaffolding
domains also appears in many cancers (168).

FAK is also involved in junction formation and vascular permeability. Overexpression of
FAK leads to increased vascular permeability and dysregulation of the blood brain barrier.
Studies using endothelium-specific deletion of FAK showed that it is also critical for tumour
induced vascular permeability and regulation of blood brain barrier formation (169). Another
clinical problem is acute lung inflammation (ALI), where the cardinal feature is increased lung
vascular permeability and lung endothelial cell barrier disruption. Conditional deletion of FAK
resulted in increased symptoms of ALI, further suggesting that FAK has a role in maintaining
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barrier functions (170). Combined evidence suggests that FAK mediated signalling via the Y397
site plays a role in endothelial vasodilation and has a pathogenic role in atherosclerotic heart
disease (171, 172).

1.7.7 Role in leukocyte recruitment
Previous studies provided evidence for the role of FAK in leukocyte recruitment and
transmigration. An initial study by Iwaki et al. reported the loss of phosphorylated FAK protein
in endothelial cells during leukocyte recruitment (173). Using an in vitro assay, they showed that
binding of monocytes led to the loss of endothelial FAK from focal adhesions (173). A later
study by Su et al. suggested loss of FAK and paxillin during leukocyte transmigration under flow
conditions (174), however the functionality of FAK loss was not determined.

1.8 Regulation of FAK by FAK-related non-kinase (FRNK)
Focal adhesion kinase related non-kinase (FRNK) is autonomously transcribed from an
alternative intronic promoter of the FAK gene. It was first identified in chicken embryo cells as
having a sequence identical to the C-terminal domain of FAK (175). These studies concluded
that FRNK is neither a splice variant of FAK, nor a degradation product. FRNK expression is
derived from differently regulated RNA transcription and is tissue specific (176, 177). In 18 day
old chick embryos, FRNK RNA is expressed at low levels in the brain, eyes, heart, liver and
muscle and at high levels in the intestine and lungs (178).
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Figure 1.4: Domain structure of FRNK
FAK-related non-kinase (FRNK), an autonomously expressed protein is similar to the Cterminal domain of FAK and functions as a dominant negative inhibitor of FAK.
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1.8.1 FRNK as FAK inhibitor
FRNK includes the FAT domain and proline rich sequences encoded by the FAK gene,
and so binds to many of the same focal adhesion proteins as FAK (Figure 1.4). In early studies,
FRNK was reported as a focal adhesion protein because of its presence at focal adhesion sites
(175). FRNK is now known to be an endogenous inhibitor of FAK by competing for binding
sites of other focal adhesion proteins such as paxillin, p-130cas, GRB2 and P190 RhoGEF (115).
Many studies have proposed a displacement inhibitory model for FRNK, as the FAT domain
present in FRNK is required for its inhibitory activity (135, 179). Overexpression or exogenous
application of FRNK also inhibits FAK signalling, as evidenced by inhibition of FAK
phosphorylation at the Y397 site (178). The inhibitory effect of overexpressed FRNK was only
observed in the presence of wild type FAK and not FAK mutated at Y397, supporting FRNK as
competitive inhibitor of FAK signalling(176). Studies using the FAT domain of FAK showed
similar results as FRNK, confirming that FRNK is similar to the C-terminal domain of FAK,
both structurally and functionally (180,181).

Studies using the overexpression of FRNK in cardiomyocytes showed blocked tyrosine
phosphorylation of FAK and ERK activation (182, 183). Overexpression of FRNK also
promoted loss of FAK and paxillin from focal adhesions, which is followed by cell detachment
and apoptosis (178). FAK has been shown as a cell survival signal downstream of integrin
signalling and inhibition of FAK by exogenous application of FRNK inhibits cell proliferation,
cell adhesion and increases cell death in a caspase-dependent process (184-186). Many studies of
FAK have shown its role as an integrin-stimulated signal for cell migration. In carcinoma cells
and fibroblasts, FRNK expression blocks FAK phosphorylation and cell migration (187, 188).
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Another function for FAK in endothelial cells is barrier formation, where FAK together
with VE-cadherin localizes at the cell periphery and increases junctional strengthening (172, 189,
190). In contrast, accumulation of FRNK blocks the localization of FAK at the junctions and
decreases junctional stability (191). Finally, a study by Parsons et al. used FRNK as an inhibitor
of FAK to demonstrate that endothelial FAK has a role in neutrophil transmigration(192).

1.8.2 Unanswered questions about the role of FRNK
Previous literature has so far focussed on FRNK as the dominant negative inhibitor of
FAK, inhibiting its kinase activity and impairing its biological functions. FRNK has been used as
an applied inhibitor of FAK in many studies, but a definitive role for endogenous FRNK has not
been established. FRNK is an endogenous protein, the expression of which is elevated during
development, and also in arterial smooth muscle following vascular injury. These studies showed
the presence of the initiation codon for FRNK in the intronic region of FAK (177). A recent
study by Ding has also identified endogenous FRNK as a negative regulator for pulmonary
fibrosis(193-195).

The best defined mechanism of action for FRNK is that it inhibits FAK by displacing it
from focal adhesions in a competitive manner, and thereby inhibits FAK-mediated signalling.
However, some studies showed an effect of FRNK on the FERM domain as well. In carcinoma
and fibroblast cells, FRNK expression blocked FAK association with the EGF receptor (196),
which is known to occur via the N-terminal FERM domain. It is interesting to speculate that
FRNK may have a secondary effect on the FERM domain as well, perhaps by inhibiting the
signalling pathway required for FAK association with the EGF receptor complex.
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1.9 Hypothesis and Objectives
Studies from our lab demonstrated that endothelial FAK redistributes away from sites of
neutrophil transmigration during recruitment (192) and becomes tyrosine phosphorylated during
eosinophil transmigration (77). Based on these observations, we set out the following hypothesis
and objectives.

Hypothesis: Endothelial FAK is critical for leukocyte transmigration
Objectives:
1. Determine the localization of FAK, and the requirement for FAK, during neutrophil
transmigration under both shear-dependent and shear-independent conditions
2. Determine the localization of FAK, and the requirement for FAK, during eosinophil
transmigration
These objectives were accomplished using in vitro models of inflammation and a
combination of immunofluorescence, imaging, and transmigration assays. The requirement for
FAK during neutrophil and eosinophil transmigration was tested using siRNA-mediated
downregulation of FAK and by disruption of FAK signalling using FRNK overexpression.
In the course of this work we made the surprising discovery that while FAK is not required for
the recruitment of eosinophils, overexpression of FRNK blocked eosinophil transmigration. This
observation led to a second hypothesis:

Hypothesis II: FRNK negatively regulates lL-4 mediated eosinophil recruitment independently
of FAK
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Objectives:
1. Determine whether FRNK acts independently of FAK to regulate IL-4 mediated eosinophil
recruitment
2. Explore mechanisms for FRNK regulation of IL-4 mediated eosinophil recruitment
These objectives were accomplished using the procedures and strategies outlined above,
along with assessment of the effects of FRNK overexpression on transcription factors, adhesion
molecules, and selected signalling pathways regulated by IL-4.
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Chapter Two: Material and Methods
2.1 Materials
2.1.1 Reagents
Beta mercaptoethanol, CAPS transfer buffer, Dextran, DMSO, FAK inhibitor II, FAK inhibitor
14, Gelatin, Sodium Phosphate Mono-basic, Sodium Phosphate Di-basic, Sodium carbonate,
Sodium orthovanadate, 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA, Tris-HCl, TEMED [N,N,N′,N
Tetramethylethylenediamine] were purchased from Sigma (Oakville, Canada). Medium199,
penicillin/streptomycin/glutamine, Hank’s buffered salinesolution (HBSS), trypsin-EDTA,
lymphoprep 1077, OPTI-MEM, TRIzol and Bisbenzimide H33258 were purchased from
Invitrogen Life Technologies (Burlington, Ontario). High-capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription
kit, TaqMan Gene Expression Master Mix, and SYBR Green PCR Master Mix were purchased
from Applied Biosystems (Burlington, Ontario, Canada). siRNA FAK, siRNA Paxillin, siRNA
Zyxin, siRNA AllStars neg. siRNA, HiPerFect, and RNeasy were from Qiagen Incorporated
(Mississauga, Ontario). siRNA FRNK was purchased from Dharmacon, Fisher Scientific
(Ottawa,Canada). Triton X-100 was from Calbiochem-Novabiochem (San Diego, CA, USA).
Heparin was from Leo Pharma (Ajax,ON). Lymphoprep 1077, trypsin-EDTA,
penicillin/streptomycin/glutamine (PSG) and Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 were bought from
Invitrogen Life Technologies (Carlsbad, CA). The polyvinylidine difluoride (PVDF) membranes
were from Millipore (Bedford, MA). Recombinant human IL-4 and TNF, were purchased from R
& D Systems (Minneapolis, MN). The parallel plate flow chambers used were the FCS-2 model
from Bioptechs (Butler, PA,USA), the µ-slide VI from ibidi (Munich, Germany) and the Circular
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Flow model from GlycoTech (Rockville, ML, USA). All other chemicals were from BDH
(Toronto, Canada). Plasticware was from VWR International (West Chester, PA, USA) and
Becton Dickinson (Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA).

2.1.2 Antibodies and proteins
Anti FAK, anti-phospho-FAK, anti-paxillin, anti-ERK1/2, anti-phospho-ERK1/2 antibodies were
purchased from Upstate USA (Charlottesville, VA). C20 anti-FAK antibody targets the Cterminal region and recognizes FAK; and FRNK was from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Dallas,
TX). Anti-VCAM-1, anti-ICAM-1, anti-E-selectin and non-immune IgG controls were from
R&D Systems (Minneapolis,USA). Antibodies against P-STAT6, STAT6 and GATA6 were
from New England Biolabs (Whitby, Ontario). Anti-actin, anti-VE-cadherin, anti-GATA4, antiZyxin and anti-GAPDH were from Millipore (Temecula, CA, USA). IL-4, CCL26, anti-eotaxin3(polyclonal goat IgG), and biotinylated anti-eotaxin-3 (polyclonal goat IgG) were from
PeproTech Incorporated (Rocky Hill, NJ). Anti-P-selectin antibody was kindly provided by Dr.
R.McEver (University of Oklahoma, USA). Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated sheep
anti-mouse was from Amersham Pharmacia Biotech (Little Chalfont,UK). Human serum
albumin (HSA) was from Bayer Corporation (Elkhart, IN). Anti-CD3and anti-CD16
paramagnetic Magnetic Activated Cell Separator (MACS) beads and were from StemSep
(Vancouver, Canada). The green fluorescence protein Adv-FRNK vector was a gift from Dr.
A.M. Samarel (Loyola University, USA).
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2.2 Ethics
Human umbilical cords were obtained from the labor and delivery unit at the Foothills
Hospital (Calgary, Alberta) under University of Calgary Medical Bioethics standards. Approval
to obtain and use human blood for leukocyte isolations was provided by the University of
Calgary Conjoint, health research ethics board.

2.3 Cell Culture
2.3.1 Endothelial cell isolation
HUVECs ( Human umbilical vein endothelial cells) were isolated from human umbilical cords
and cultured according to the protocol described by Ganguly et al. (197). These cords were
collected from the labour and delivery department of the Foothills Hospital and used for
endothelial cell culture. Inside a biosafety cabinet, umbilical cords were cut from the placenta
and cleaned with cord buffer. After cleaning the cords the umbilical vein was cannulated and
flushed with cord buffer (0.14 M sodium chloride, 4 mM potassium chloride, 11 mM D-glucose,
1 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.2) to eliminate blood and blood clots. Afterword umbilical vein
was filled with collagenase (1mg/ml) and placed in warm cord buffer for 8-12 minutes. The
cords were gently massaged after incubation so that endothelial cells were released from the
veins, and the contents of the veins were collected into the endothelial cell medium (ECM),
which is M199 with 20% human serum and penicillin/streptomycin/glutamine (PSG) and
centrifuged at 375 x g, for 10 minutes. After centrifugation, the cell pellet was resuspended in 10
ml ECM and cultured in a T75 flask coated with 0.2% gelatin. The next day, cells were washed
with calcium/magnesium-free HBSS and fresh ECM was added. Endothelial cells were cultured
at 37°C and 5% CO2 until they were 100% confluent with the cobblestone morphology.
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Before splitting , HUVECs were washed with Ca2+ and Mg2+- free HBSS. After 3
minutes, the cells were incubated with warm trypsin-EDTA and then collected into an ECMcontaining falcon tube. Cells were then centrifuged at 357 X g and the cell pellet was
resuspended in ECM, plated in 0.2% gelatin-coated culture dishes and grown in ECM at 37°C
and 5% CO2.

2.3.2 Neutrophil isolation
We used healthy donors blood for neutrophil isolation. Blood was collected in
heparinized syringes (10 U/mL final concentration) and sedimented into a 50 ml centrifuge tube
with half the volume of Gentran (6% dextran in 0.9% saline) for 1 to 1.5 hours to remove the red
blood cells. The white blood cell-rich plasma was collected, and any remaining red blood cells
were removed by hypotonic lysis with 0.2% sodium chloride for 20 sec. Sodium chloride (1.6%)
was added to stop the lysis (to bring back to physiological osmolarity). Cells were then
centrifuged, and the pellet was resuspended in HBSS/HSA. The neutrophil –rich granulocytes
fraction was separated out from other leukocyte subclasses by density centrifugation on
lymphoprep1077 at 514 X b for 30 minutes at room temperature. The granulocyte fraction was
obtained as a pellet which typically consisted of 95% neutrophils. This was re-suspended in
HBSS containing 0.5% human plasma albumin and used as the neutrophil stock suspension.
Cells were then counted using a hemocytometer and maintained in HBSS/HSA with gentle
rocking to avoid PMN activation (192).
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2.3.3 Eosinophil isolation
Human peripheral blood eosinophils were isolated from healthy donors. To isolate
eosinophils, venous blood was drawn into syringes containing heparin (10 U /mL final
concentration) and blood was sedimented on Gentran (6% dextran in 0.9% saline) for 1-1.5 hours
to remove the bulk of red blood cells (RBC). Residual RBCs were removed by hypotonic lysis as
above. Granulocytes were separated from other leukocytes by density gradient centrifugation for
30 minutes at 514 x g using Lymphoprep. Granulocytes were labeled for 30 minutes with
paramagnetic anti-CD16 and CD3 beads. These beads bind neutrophils and T lymphocytes.
Granulocytes were then passed through a MACS CD-type depletion column in the magnetic field
of a MACS separator so that labeled cells remain in the column, and unlabelled eosinophils pass
through. Eosinophil purity was checked using Kimura staining. Eosinophils were 95% or more
pure for all the experiments (198).

2.4 Endothelial Cell Stimulation and Manipulation
2.4.1 Cytokine stimulation
Confluent HUVEC were stimulated with cytokines to induce adhesion molecule and
chemokine expression. For the neutrophil recruitment assay, endothelial cells were washed twice
with warm HBSS, stimulated with TNF-α (10 ng/ml) (192) and incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2
for four hours prior to each experiment. For the eosinophil recruitment assay, endothelial cells
were washed twice with warm HBSS and stimulated with IL-4 (20 ng/ml) (77) and incubated at
37°C and 5% CO2 for 24 hours prior to each experiment, resulting in up-regulation of adhesion
molecules and chemokines for selective adherence and transmigration of leukocytes.
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2.4.2 siRNA transfection
The siRNA transfection was done using Hiperfect reagent, and the protocol was adapted
from the Qiagen HiPerfect Transfection Reagent Handbook. Briefly, HUVECs were grown to
90% confluency on 6 or 12 well plates. On the second day after splitting, cells were washed with
OPTI-MEM media and siRNA complex was added. To make the siRNA complex, specific
siRNA and Hiperfect reagent were mixed together in the Opti-MEM media. After 10 minutes,
the complex was added to the HUVECs monolayer and incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 for 4
hours. After 4 hours, ECM was added to the cells and incubated overnight in the incubator. Next
day, depleted media was replaced and fresh media was added. Twenty four hours later, the cells
were used for different experiments. Control fluorescein siRNA transfected cells were used as
the control. Western blotting was done for all the experiments to determine the downregulation
of specific proteins.

2.4.3 Adenoviral transduction
HUVEC cells were grown in an ibidi chamber or 35mm dishes grown to 80% confluent.
The next day, cells were washed twice with transduction media (M199/ 0.5% HSA). Adenoviral
vector was added to the media (M199/ 0.5% HSA) with a final concentration of 1x1010 OPU/ml
added to the wells and incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 for 3 hours. After 3 hours, the equal
volume of the depleted ECM was added back to the wells. The cells were incubated for 24 hours
after infection at 37°C with 5% CO2 before performing an experiment. After 24 hours infection
media was replaced with fresh ECM and transduction was checked by flow cytometry and
microscopy (192).
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2.4.4 Pharmacologic inhibitors
The kinase activity of FAK was inhibited by addition of FAK II (5mM in DMSO, stock
concentration) 1hour before stimulation with IL-4. DMSO was used as a control.

2.5 Leukocyte Recruitment
2.5.1 Static adhesion assay
Endothelial cells were stimulated with either TNF-α (10 ng/ml) or IL-4 (20 ng/ml) to
upregulate adhesion molecules and chemokines expression. Neutrophils (1X106/mL) were added
as described and allowed to interact with the endothelial cells for 10 minutes. After 10 minutes	
  
endothelial cells were fixed and stained for FAK and Paxillin.

2.5.2 Recruitment under flow conditions
To determine leukocyte recruitment under flow condition parallel plate flow chambers
were used. These flow chambers were designed to imitate the hydrodynamic conditions found in
the in vivo environment. Two different chambers were used: a Bioptechs chamber using glass
coverslips or ibdi slides were used for immunofluorescence and Glycotech chamber mounted on
a plastic 35mm dish was used to quantifying cell recruitment.

Confluent HUVEC in 35 mm culture dishes were stimulated for 24 hours with 20ng/ml of
IL-4, or with 10ng/ml of TNF-α for 4 hours. Human peripheral blood neutrophils (1 x106/mL) or
eosinophils (0.5 x106/mL) in HBSS/A were perfused across the surface of the endothelial cells at
1 dyn/cm2 shear stress. Fluid shear stress in this system is modeled by the equation τ= 6Qµ/wh2
where Q is flow rate, µ is the fluid viscosity, and w and h are the width and height of the
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chamber.

Figure 2.1: Model of Parallel-plate flow chamber and leukocyte perfusion assay.
Parallel plate flow chamber is a model system which is used to study leukocyte-endothelial
interactions under flow conditions that resemble physiological shear stress. As the name
suggests, the flow chamber has two chambers arranged in parallel and separated from each other
by a gasket. Endothelial cells grown on glass bottom coverslips are assembled in the lower
chamber. Leukocytes are perfused from the inlet and the outlet is a syringe pump, which collects
the buffer containing un-interacted leukocytes. Modified from thesis “Focal Adhesion
Remodeling During Neutrophil Transmigration” by Dawn Roccamatissi (University of Calgary)
2008.
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For some experiments, endothelial cells were pre-treated with siRNA, transduced with
Adv-FNRK or Adv-GFP or treated with FAK inhibitors before the flow experiment. Eosinophils
or neutrophils were perfused for 4 min, followed by perfusion with HBSS to prevent the binding
of new leukocytes. Leukocyte-endothelial cell interactions were visualized on a Zeiss Axiovert
100 microscope using either a 10X or 40X phase-contrast objective and recorded via a chargecoupled device camera. Total accumulation of leukocytes was recorded at 10X magnification
and total transmigration was visualized and recorded at 40X magnification.

The total number of neutrophils accumulated on the monolayer was determined at 4 min
of perfusion and the number of rolling, firmly adherent and transmigrated cells were determined
at 6 min (192). Eosinophil accumulation was measured at 4 minutes, and the number of rolling,
adhesion and transmigration was measured at 10 minutes (199). Transmigrated and nontransmigrated cells were classified using criteria similar to those described earlier (77). Cells
appeared phase-bright when on the surface of the endothelium and phase-dark when below the
endothelial cell monolayer. In all experiments, 4-6 fields of view were examined for each
condition.
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2.6 Real Time PCR
These experiments were performed by Dr. Hong Zhang
Endothelial cells were treated with different treatments and cells were lysed by using TRIzol
reagent. Total RNA was isolated using RNeasy Lipid Tissue mini Kit (Qiagen). Complementary
DNA was produced from total RNA using the High-capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit
(Applied Biosystems). The mRNA expression of VCAM-1, CCL26, GATA6, FRNK, GATA4,
FAK and Pyk2 were determined by quantitative real time PCR by using TaqMan assay. The
following probes and primers were used (Applied Biosystems):
VCAM-1:

forward 5’-CATGGAATTCGAACCCAAACA-3’,
reverse 5’ GGCTGACCAAGACGGTTGTATC-3’,
probe: [6FAM]CAAACACTTTATGTCAATGTTGCCCCCAG[ TAM];

CCL26:

forward 5’-ACACGTGGGAGTGACATATCCA- 3’,
reverse 5’-GACTTTCTTGCCTCTTTTGGTAGTG-3’,
probe: [6FAM]TACAGCCACAAGCCCCTTCCCTGG[TAM];

GATA6:

forward 5’-AGAAACGCCGAGGGTGAAC-3’,
reverse 5’-GCACCCCATGGAGTTTCATG- 3’;

FRNK:

forward 5’-GTGGCCTGTCTTCTGGACTC-3’,
reverse 5’-AGGACGAGGGTTTCAAACTG-3’.

GATA4:

(Hs00171403_m1),

FAK:

(Hs01050460_m1);

Pyk2:

(Hs00168444_m1).

Quantitative real time PCR was performed using the StepOnePlus Real-Time system (Applied
Biosystems). The analysis was done using the ∆∆Ct	
  method	
  (software	
  from	
  Applied	
  
Biosystems)	
  using	
  GAPDH	
  for	
  normalization.	
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2.7 Immunofluorescence
Cells were fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for all the experiments: stock 16% PFA
was dissolved in HBSS/HSA to give a final concentration of 2%. HUVECs were washed with
HBSS and fixed twice with fresh PFA for 5 min. After 10 minutes fixation, cells were washed
with HBSS, permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 for 5 minutes and washed with 0.1% Triton
X-100 in HBSS. The samples were then washed with 0.1% Triton X-100 in HBSS 2 times,
incubated with blocking buffer (1% HSA, 0.1% Triton X-100 in HBSS) for 1 hour at room
temperature or 40C overnight and washed in 0.1% Triton X-100 in HBSS 2 times. The cells were
incubated at 370C for 1 hour in blocking buffer with anti-FAK, anti-P-FAK, anti-paxillin, all at
the final concentration of 1µg/ml. The cells were washed with washing buffer and incubated at
370C for 30 minutes in the blocking buffer with antibody conjugated goat anti-mouse Alexa
Flour 488. Cells were again washed with 0.1% Triton X-100 in HBSS 2 times and Hoechst
33258 Invitrogen® added (diluted to a final concentration of 10µg/ml) at RT for 15 minutes.
After this procedure cells were washed once with 0.1% Triton X-100 in HBSS twice, mounted
on glass slides using ProLong Gold® and stored flat at 4°C protected from light. The ibidi
chambers were mounted using 80% Glycerol. Immunofluorescent labeling was imaged using a
laser scanning confocal microscope.

2.8 Western blotting
HUVECs cells were grown on 6 or 12 well plates and stimulated or treated depending on
the experiment. Samples were prepared using either 2X Laemmli’s buffer (diluted from 5X
Laemmli’s buffer [.28M Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 44% glycerol. 0.09 g/ml SDS, .03 mg/ml
bromophenol blue, 0.1M DTT] in 0.5% Triton in MBS) or by using lysis buffer.
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Endothelial cells were washed 2 times with HBSS and then lysate at 950C by adding 2X
Laemmli’s buffer. Cells were scraped, samples were harvested, and lysates were heated to 951000C for 5 minutes. Samples that were blotted for ICAM-1, VCAM-1 and E-selectin, did not
contain DTT.

For Western blotting cells, lysates were boiled for 5 minutes and loaded on 10% SDSPAGE gels. Separated proteins were transferred to PVDF membrane using a semi-dry transfer
apparatus (Owl Separating Apparatus®). For most experiments membranes were blocked in 5%
skim milk powder in TTBS however paxillin membranes were blocked with a mixture of equal
volumes (1:1:1) of 5% skim milk powder, 5% BSA and 0.2% gelatin. Primary antibodies were
diluted in 5% BSA or 5% skim milk powder, and membranes were incubated overnight at 4°C.
IgG elution buffer was used to strip membranes for reprobing.

Membranes were washed 3 times with TTBS ((20 mM Tris-HCl, 140 mM NaCl, pH 7.4)
with 0.5% Tween-20) and Horse radish peroxidase (HRP) conjugated secondary antibodies were
added for 90 minutes at room temperature. Membranes were washed with TTBS and TBS, and
ECL reagent was added (Thermo Scientific®). Membranes were visualized using a FluorS-Max
MultiImager (BIORAD®) and also by using X-ray film. The membrane was stripped and probed
for total proteins and loading controls.
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2.9 Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSorbant Assay (ELISA)
These experiments were performed by Evelyn Lailey
HUVECs were infected with the virus, or siRNA, or treated with inhibitor and efficiency
was measured by microscopy, flow cytometry or Western blotting. After infection of HUVECs,
supernatants were collected, and expression of IL-8 or CCL26 was measured by ELISA. A 96well (NUNC Immunoplate MaxiSorp) plate was coated with anti IL-8 or anti CCL26 (100
µl/well) overnight at room temperature. Next day, the wells were first washed with wash buffer
(0.05% Tween-20 in PBS) and then blocking buffer (1% BSA in PBS) was added at room
temperature for 1 hour. IL-8 or CCL26 samples with different concentrations were added to the
plate at room temperature for 2 hours. After 2 hours, the plate was aspirated and rinsed with
wash buffer. After washing, anti IL-8 or anti-CCL26 was added to the plate and incubated at
room temperature. Two hours later plate was aspirated, washed, and 100µg of neutravidin
protein coated with HRP (500 ng/ml) was added for 30 minutes. After 30 minutes plate was
aspirated, washed and 100µl of HRP substrate 3,3\5,5’-Tetramethylbenzidine Liquid SubstrateELISA (TMB-ELISA) was added. After adding TMB, the plate was incubated for 10 minutes at
room temperature. Finally, to stop the enzyme substrate reaction, 100 µl of 1M phosphoric acid
was added. The plate was read at 450 nm and concentration was compared with the standard
curve.
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2.10 Cell Fractionation
Endothelial cells were grown on 35 mm dishes and transduced with FRNK-GFP adenoviral
vector. GFP was used as a control. After transduction, cells were stimulated with IL-4 (20ng/ml)
for different time periods. After stimulation, the culture media was discarded and the cells were
washed twice with ice cold PBS. The cells were scraped from the bottom of the wells into 400 µl
of ice cold PBS, transferred to 1.5 ml centrifuge tubes and pelleted by centrifugation for 10
seconds. Supernatants were discarded and the cell pellets were resuspended in 500 µl of ice-cold
0.1% NP-40 in PBS to lyse the cells. 200µl of the lysates were put in a 1.5 ml centrifuge tube
and kept on ice; this sample was labeled “whole lysate”. The remaining 300 µl were centrifuged
at high speed for 10 seconds to pellet the nuclei. The supernatants were collected, labelled as
“cytoplasmic fraction”, and kept on ice. The nuclei were resuspended in 400µl of ice cold 0.1%
NP-40 in PBS by pipetting up and down once, then re-pelleted by centrifugation at high speed
for 10 seconds. After centrifugation the supernatant was discarded and 100 µl of 1X Laemmli’s
buffer was added to the “nuclear fraction”. The whole cell lysates and cytoplasmic lysates were
diluted 3:1 with 4X Laemmli’s buffer.

2.11 Data Analysis
2.11.1 Microscopy and image analysis
Optical sections of endothelial cells and neutrophils were acquired using a laser-scanning
confocal fluorescence microscope (FV1000, Olympus) with either 40X (1.35NA) or 60X
(1.42NA) objectives. Fields of view were selected by the presence or absence of neutrophils
identified in the blue fluorescence channel and images were acquired so that one transmigrated
neutrophil was visible close to the center of the field. The samples were then visualized and a
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complete z-stack at 0.5 µm intervals was recorded. A Z-series of 10-20 slices with 0.5µm
thickness was acquired since neutrophils transmigrate under the endothelial cell monolayer and
can slightly displace the endothelial cells to different focal planes. The Z-stacking ensured that
the FAK and paxillin expression pattern was captured through the entire neutrophil-endothelial
cell volume. Differential interference contrast (DIC) images were collected simultaneously. A
maximum intensity projection of an individual image stack was generated to visualize all the
paxillin staining in the cell using the Volocity software.

All the digital images taken were analyzed using imageJ software, version 1.37. RGB
images were split into individual fluorescence channels and corrected for background. All the
images were threshold using the Otsu option in imageJ and threshold was kept constant for all
images taken on the same day. Transmigrated neutrophils were identified by examining their
localization with respect to the endothelial cells in the axial (z) direction; that is, transmigrated
neutrophils were identified as those located below the endothelial cells. Endothelial and
neutrophil nuclei were differentiated based on their size and shape: endothelial nuclei were large
and ovoid shaped while neutrophil nuclei were bright and multilobed. A 50µm x 50µm square
region of interest was drawn around the neutrophil and fluorescence emission in the ROI was
quantified. The size of the box was based on doubling the area of a spread neutrophil. In all
figures, this quantification is labeled as ‘Neutrophil’. At least fifteen neutrophil nuclei were
counted from each of at least three experiments for each result. Similarly, four identical A 50µm
x 50µm regions of interest were placed in a part of the same field of view that did not contain
any neutrophils. These regions were always placed at identical co-ordinates in every image to
eliminate bias. Fluorescence emission from these four regions of interest was quantified and
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averaged and is referred to as ‘EC only’. Control images were analyzed in a similar way.

2.12 Densitometry
Densitometry for all Western blots was performed using imageJ software to compare the
density of the bands. Images were enlarged, each band was defined using the rectangle tool, and
its density was measured. Loading control bands were measured similarly. Relative density was
calculated by dividing the sample band value by control band values.

2.13 Statistical analysis
All experiments were performed at least three times. The data were analyzed by t-test when
comparing two groups and analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the Tukey’s post-tests when
comparing more than two groups. Nonparametric tests were used when required. P value of 0.05
was considered significant. All data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism® software.
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Chapter Three: Role for endothelial FAK in neutrophil transmigration

Some of the work described in this chapter was published in:
Endothelial paxillin plays a critical role in human neutrophil transmigration. Parsons SA, Sharma
R, Roccamatisi DL, Zhang H, Petri B, Kubes P, Colarusso P and Patel KD. European Journal
of Immunology, 42(2): 436-446, 2012

My contributions to this paper included Figure 3.7 in this chapter (figure 5A in the paper) and
background experiments that supported Figures 1A, 1B, 4A, 4B and 4C in the paper (Figures 3.3,
3.6a, 3.9a, and 3.12 in this chapter).

Contributions by others to Chapter 3
Dr. Hong Zhang produced the mRNA data included in this chapter.
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3.1 Introduction
Neutrophils are among the first cells to be recruited from the blood into the tissue during
an inflammatory response. To migrate to the site of inflammation, they must bind to and then
pass the endothelial cells lining the blood vessels. The initial steps of leukocyte recruitment are
well described (10, 11) however, the final step whereby they transmigrate to the site of injury is
not as well understood (200). This process can occur either between endothelial cells
(paracellular transmigration) or through them (transcellular transmigration)(43).

Endothelial cells are actively involved in all the steps for neutrophil recruitment, and
endothelial junctional proteins and cytoskeletal proteins are important for successful neutrophil
transmigration. Many studies have shown a role for the endothelial junctional protein VEcadherin which gets phosphorylated and reorganized during neutrophil transmigration (48, 60).
Another junctional protein PECAM-1, which is regulated by microtubule motor protein, also
plays an important role in leukocyte transmigration via homophilic interactions (45). Similarly,
studies showed that the actin cytoskeleton is also reorganised during neutrophil transmigration
(201).

Previous literature showed that endothelial focal adhesion protein FAK and FAKmediated signalling is important for VE-cadherin phosphorylation, localization and barrier
function (110, 202). Iwaki et al. were the first to show the loss of endothelial FAK from focal
adhesions during monocyte recruitment (173). Our group demonstrated that FAK is rapidly
phosphorylated following eosinophil adhesion under flow conditions (77). These studies suggest
that leukocyte recruitment can initiate signals within the focal adhesion.
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Shear stress is another regulator for leukocyte transmigration. Neutrophils can
transmigrate in both static conditions and under shear stress, however Kitiyama et al showed that
neutrophil transmigration is accelerated under shear stress conditions (78). Previous studies
showing increased phosphorylation of FAK with shear stress (88) suggest that FAK mediated
signalling may have a role in leukocyte recruitment and transmigration occurring under shear
stress. The goals of the present study were to determine whether there is a requirement for
endothelial focal adhesion protein FAK during either shear-dependent or shear–independent
neutrophil recruitment and transmigration. Since FAK is a signalling protein, we also wanted to
determine whether FAK mediated signalling is critical for neutrophil recruitment and
transmigration.

TNF-α supports the preferential recruitment of neutrophils relative to eosinophils, which
are mostly recruited by IL-4. The ability of TNF-α to selectively enhance neutrophil recruitment
is generally attributed to its ability to induce endothelial E-selectin, ICAM-1 and chemokine IL-8
expression(203). We used TNF-α activation of human umbilical vein endothelial cells as a model
in which to test the hypothesis that FAK is required for neutrophil recruitment and
transmigration.

3.2 Results
3.2.1 Cellular distribution of focal adhesion protein FAK
FAK is a tyrosine kinase that is distributed at focal adhesions in endothelial cells. To
assess the expression and localization of FAK in our system, we fixed endothelial cells derived
from human umbilical cords and immunostained for FAK by using a mouse anti-FAK antibody
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followed by goat anti-mouse IgG Alexa 488 (Figure 3.1). The nuclear dye DAPI was used to
determine the location of the endothelial cell nuclei. Immunofluorescence images showed that
FAK is expressed in endothelial cell monolayers and localizes to focal adhesions with a
characteristic longitudinal morphology, as expected.
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FAK

Figure 3.1 Basal distribution of FAK in endothelial cells.
Untreated HUVEC were spotted on glass coverslips and FAK localization was visualized by
Immunofluorescence as described in methods. FAK staining was accomplished with mouse antiFAK antibody followed by goat anti-mouse IgG Alexa-488 secondary antibody. Images were
acquired using a confocal microscope. FAK staining is shown in green. DNA labeled using
Hoechst is shown in blue. These images are representative of 5 independent experiments.
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3.2.2 FAK remodelling during neutrophil transmigration
Since FAK is localized at the focal adhesion, the next question was to determine whether
FAK localization is affected by neutrophil transmigration under flow conditions. To address this,
endothelial cells were stimulated with TNF-α (10ng/ml for 4 hours) to increase adhesion
molecule and chemokine expression. Endothelial cells were assembled in parallel plate flow
chamber and freshly isolated neutrophils were perfused for 4 minutes, followed by buffer
perfusion. Neutrophil interaction with endothelial cells was observed via phase contrast
microscopy. Neutrophils first rolled on the luminal surface of endothelial cells, firmly adhered,
and then changed from phase bright to phase dark during transmigration. After 10 minutes, the
endothelial cells were fixed, permeabilized, stained for FAK and visualized by
immunofluorescence. Neutrophils were distinguished from endothelial cells by the size and
shape of their nuclei, visualized using the nuclear dye Hoechst. Fluorescence microscopy and
image analysis showed that FAK expression was unaffected in endothelial cells stimulated only
with TNF-α (Figure 3.2a); however, when freshly isolated neutrophils were perfused over TNF-α
stimulated endothelial cells, the expression of FAK was decreased in the proximity of
transmigrated neutrophils. Endothelial FAK staining in control monolayers that were untreated
with TNF-α appeared to be similar to that of the TNF only condition, whether they were perfused
with neutrophils or not. Image analysis confirmed that intracellular FAK expression significantly
decreased in TNF-α-treated HUVEC following neutrophil perfusion as compared to any of the
control conditions (Figure 3.2b).
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Figure 3.2 Loss of FAK during neutrophil recruitment under flow conditions.
HUVEC were treated with 10ng/ml of TNF-α or left untreated. After 4 hours cells were placed in
the parallel plate flow chamber and freshly isolated human neutrophils were perfused at
1dyn/cm2 shear stress. After 10 minutes cells were fixed, permeabilized and stained for FAK. a)
FAK staining was localized by labeling with mouse anti-FAK antibody followed by goat antimouse IgG Alexa-488 secondary antibody. Images were acquired using a confocal microscope.
FAK staining is shown in green. White arrowhead indicates neutrophil nucleus. DNA labeled
using Hoechst is shown in blue. Scale bar is 20 µm. b) Fluorescence emission intensity for FAK
was measured as described in material and methods. Optical sections were acquired using a
40X/1.35 N.A. objective. Data were collected from unstimulated control monolayers (Control),
monolayers treated with TNF but not exposed to neutrophils (TNF only), and TNF-stimulated
monolayers perfused with neutrophils (TNF+PMN). Data are shown as mean ±SEM of at least 4
independent experiments and expressed in arbitrary units (a.u.); ***P<0.001 by using ANOVA
with Tukey’s post-test.
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We determined that loss of FAK was a localized event by comparing regions of the same
endothelial monolayer where neutrophils transmigrated with regions where no neutrophils
transmigrated. There was a loss of FAK only in the proximity of neutrophil transmigration; FAK
expression in the surrounding endothelial cells on the same monolayer was similar to TNF-α
stimulated monolayers (image not shown) that were never exposed to neutrophils (Figure
3.3a,b). Image analysis of the FAK fluorescence data confirmed that there was a significant
decrease in FAK expression in HUVEC near to transmigrated neutrophils compared to regions
where no neutrophils had transmigrated. The regions where no neutrophils had transmigrated had
similar FAK expression as the only TNF-α stimulated (Control) endothelial cells, which had not
been perfused with neutrophils (Figure 3.3b).
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Figure 3.3 Loss of FAK occurs in the proximity of transmigrating neutrophils.
HUVEC were treated with 10ng/ml of TNF-α. After 4 hours cells were placed in the parallel
plate flow chamber and freshly isolated human neutrophils were perfused at 1dyn/cm2 shear
stress. After 10 minutes cells were fixed, permeabilized and stained for FAK. Optical sections
were acquired using a 40X/1.42 N.A. objective. Scale bar is 20 µm. a) Right image shows an
area of a monolayer where a neutrophil had transmigrated and left image shows an area of the
same monolayer where neutrophils had not transmigrated. FAK staining is only lost in the
proximity of neutrophil transmigration (arrow). b) Fluorescence emission intensity for FAK was
measured as described in material and methods. Data were collected from control monolayers
not exposed to neutrophils (Control), regions surrounding transmigrated neutrophils (Neutrophil)
and regions without neutrophils in the same field of view (EC only). Data are shown as mean ±
SEM of at least 4 independent experiments and expressed in arbitrary units (a.u.); **P<0.01 by
using ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test.
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3.2.3 Loss of FAK is shear independent
Shear stress is critical for leukocyte recruitment under some circumstances, and it has
been shown that the transmigration of lymphocytes and eosinophils is shear-dependent (204).
Unlike eosinophils and lymphocytes, neutrophils can transmigrate under both shear and static
conditions, although neutrophil transmigration is enhanced under shear conditions (78).
Therefore, our next step was to determine if the loss of FAK during neutrophil transmigration is
shear-dependent or not.

Endothelial cells were stimulated with TNF-α for 4 hours to upregulate adhesion
molecule and chemokine expression. Freshly isolated neutrophils were added (1X106/ml) to
TNF-α stimulated endothelial cell monolayers under static conditions, and FAK was then
examined by immunofluorescence. TNF-α stimulated cells perfused with buffer without
neutrophils were used as controls and showed no disturbance in FAK localization; however,
FAK was lost from the focal adhesions in areas of TNF-α stimulated monolayers where
neutrophils had transmigrated (Figure 3.4a). Image analysis of the FAK fluorescence data
confirmed that there was a significant decrease in FAK expression in regions of the HUVEC
monolayers where neutrophils had transmigrated. The regions where no neutrophils
transmigrated had FAK expression similar to control endothelial cells that were never exposed to
neutrophils (Figure 3.4b), indicating that loss of FAK in the proximity of neutrophil
transmigration is independent of shear stress.
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Figure 3.4 The change in FAK localization is not dependent on shear stress.
HUVEC were treated with 10ng/ml TNF-α. After 4 hours, freshly isolated human neutrophils
were added under static condition. 10 minutes later cells were washed, fixed, permeabilized and
stained for FAK. a) Right image shows an area of a monolayer where a neutrophil had
transmigrated and left image is from the same monolayer where neutrophils had not
transmigrated. FAK staining is only lost in the proximity of neutrophil transmigration (arrow). b)
Fluorescence emission intensity for FAK was measured as described in material and methods.
Optical sections were acquired using a 40X/1.35 N.A. objective. Scale bar is 20 µm. Data were
collected from control TNF-α stimulated monolayers not exposed to neutrophils (Control),
regions surrounding transmigrated neutrophils (Neutrophil), and regions without neutrophils in
the same field of view (EC only). Data are shown as mean ± SEM of at least 4 independent
experiments and expressed in arbitrary units (a.u.); **P<0.01 by using one way ANOVA with
Tukey’s post-test.
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3.2.4 The distribution of activated FAK is similar to that of FAK
Our lab previously showed that FAK is phosphorylated following leukocyte adhesion
under flow conditions (77). Others have shown that FAK tyrosine 397 (Y397) is the first site to
become autophosphorylated after activation and is essential for the phosphorylation of all other
FAK kinase sites (128). Phosphorylation at Y397 is therefore a key event in the initiation of
FAK-mediated signalling. We used a Y397 phosphorylation site-specific antibody in order to
localize activated FAK, and found that, like FAK detected with a FAK-specific antibody, there
was a loss of P-FAK only from regions of neutrophil transmigration (Figure 3.5): this correlation
suggests that FAK activation may be essential for this event. We also looked at P-FAK levels
under both static and flow conditions and found that P-FAK is lost from focal adhesions under
both conditions (Figure 3.5). This suggests that loss of endothelial FAK and FAK signalling are
both shear-independent during neutrophil transmigration.
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Figure 3.5 P-FAK mirrors total FAK during neutrophil transmigration under static and
flow conditions.
HUVEC were treated with 10ng/ml TNF-α for 4 hours. Following stimulation cells were placed
in parallel plate flow chambers and perfused with freshly isolated human neutrophils or buffer
alone at 1 dyn/cm2 shear stress for flow condition or added under static condition. 10 minutes
later cells were washed, fixed, permeabilized and stained for P-FAK. Right images show
monolayers where neutrophils had been perfused. Left images show monolayers where no
neutrophils were perfused. P-FAK staining is shown in green for both flow and static conditions
and DNA staining with Hoechst is shown in blue with arrowhead indicating neutrophils. Optical
sections were acquired using a 40X/1.35N.A. Objective. Scale bar is 34 µM. Data are shown as
mean ± SEM of at least 4 independent experiments.
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3.2.5 FAK has a role in neutrophil transmigration
To understand the role of FAK in neutrophil transmigration, small interference RNA
(siRNA) was used to downregulate the endogenous expression of FAK and control fluorescein
siRNA was used as control. Down-regulation of FAK was determined by Western blotting, with
actin as a loading control. FAK was significantly down-regulated (>85%), whereas the focal
adhesion protein Zyxin was unaffected (Figure 3.6a and b). Similarly, FAK was unaffected by
the down-regulation of zyxin (Figure 3.6 a and b).

For junctional stability, down-regulation of FAK was performed when endothelial cells
were more than 90% confluent. This was confirmed by examining the endothelial cells under
phase contrast microscopy 48 hours after downregulating FAK with siRNA (Figure 3.6 c). We
observed no change in endothelial cell morphology with FAK siRNA when compared to control
siRNA or unstimulated control cells, suggesting that FAK knockdown had no effect on cell
junctions.
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Figure 3.6 siRNA can be used to specifically down regulate FAK, without affecting cell
morphology or ability to form junctions.
HUVECs were transfected for 48 hours with control siRNA or siRNA specific for FAK prior to
stimulation with TNF-α (10ng/ml) for 4 hours. a) Following stimulation, HUVECs were lysed
for Western blotting of FAK, zyxin, and actin as a loading control. Blots are representative of 4
independent experiments. b) FAK protein expression was quantified by using actin as the
control. Data are mean and ± SEM of 4 independent experiments; ***P<0.001 by using one way
ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test. c) Endothelial cells were transfected with control siRNA or
FAK siRNA for 48 hours. Live endothelial cells were visualized 48 hours post transfection by
using phase-contrast microscopy. Data are representative of three independent experiments.
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After these control experiments, we used endothelial cells with FAK downregulated to
determine whether FAK is required for neutrophil transmigration. Endothelial cells were
transfected with FAK siRNA or control siRNA for 48 hours followed by stimulation with TNF-α
or buffer for 4 hours. After 48 hours, endothelial cells were assembled in the flow chamber and
freshly isolated human neutrophils were perfused for 4 minutes, followed by perfusion with
buffer alone at the shear stress of 1dyn/cm2. The total number of neutrophils accumulated on the
endothelial monolayer was determined at 4 minutes, and the total number of rolling and
transmigrated neutrophils was determined at 6 minutes after neutrophil perfusion. Perfused
neutrophils became firmly adherent to TNF-α stimulated monolayers regardless of either control
or FAK-specific siRNA treatment (Figure 3.7a), and there was also no effect of FAK siRNA
transfection on neutrophil rolling (Figure 3.7b). However, down-regulating FAK significantly
decreased neutrophil transmigration (Figure 3.7c). These experiments indicate that endothelial
FAK is required for optimal neutrophil transmigration but is not required for adhesion or rolling
prior to transmigration.
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Figure 3.7 Downregulating FAK in endothelial cells blocked neutrophil transmigration, but
had no effect on accumulation or rolling.
Endothelial cells were transfected with control siRNA or siRNA specific for FAK for 48 hours
prior to stimulation with TNF-α (10ng/ml) for 4 hours. Following stimulation HUVECs were
assembled in a parallel plate flow chamber and freshly isolated human neutrophils were perfused
across the TNF-α stimulated monolayer for 4 minutes followed by perfusion of the buffer alone
at 1dyn/cm2 for an additional 2 minutes. a) Total cell accumulation was determined at 4 minutes;
b) rolling and c) transmigration were determined at 6 minutes. The data are shown as the mean ±
SEM for 4 independent experiments. **P<.01 by using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s posttest.
.
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3.2.6 Down-regulation of FAK has no effect on the TNF-α signalling pathway
TNF-α upregulates the expression of endothelial adhesion molecules ICAM-1 and Eselectin, and chemokines such as IL-8, that support neutrophil recruitment (203). E-selectin is
expressed on inflamed endothelial cells and is essential for the initial binding and the rolling of
neutrophils. ICAM-1 is an adhesion molecule and IL-8 is a chemotactic factor that causes
neutrophils to migrate toward a site of infection. We determined a role for endothelial FAK
during TNF-α induced neutrophil transmigration, however rolling and adhesion were unaffected
by FAK downregulation. The latter findings suggested that downregulation of FAK had no effect
on the expression of these molecules. To confirm this, we measured mRNA for E-selectin,
ICAM-1, and IL-8 on FAK siRNA-treated endothelial cells after TNF-α stimulation and found
no reduction in their expression (Figure 3.8), consistent with the lack of effect on total
accumulation and rolling. ICAM-1 and E-selectin protein expression were also assessed by
western blot and no significant differences were detected compared to TNF-α only controls or
control siRNAs (Figure 3.9). These data suggest that reduced neutrophil transmigration after
FAK downregulation is not due to an effect on the TNF-α signalling pathway leading to
upregulation of adhesion molecules.
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Figure 3.8 Downregulation of FAK did not interfere with TNF-α induced mRNA
expression of E-selectin, ICAM-1, or IL-8.
HUVEC were transfected with FAKsiRNA or control siRNA for 48 hours prior to stimulation
with TNF-α (10ng/ml) for 4 hours. After stimulation, HUVECs were harvested for mRNA and
qRT-PCR was performed for relative expression of adhesion molecules a) E-selectin and b)
ICAM-1, and of c) chemokine IL-8; GAPDH was used as a control. Data are mean and ± SEM
of 4 independent experiments and not significant by using one way ANOVA with Tukey’s posttest.
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Figure 3.9 Downregulation of FAK did not interfere with TNF-α induced protein
expression of E-selectin or ICAM-1.
HUVEC were transfected with FAKsiRNA or control siRNA for 48 hours prior to stimulation
with TNF-α (10ng/ml) for 4 hours. After stimulation HUVECs were lysed and probed for total
ICAM-1, E-selectin and actin. a) Western blot for ICAM-1, E-selectin and actin. Blots shown are
representative of 3 independent experiments b) ICAM-1 and E-selectin expression were
quantified by using actin as a control. Data are mean and ± SEM of 3 independent experiments.
No significant differences were detected by using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test.
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3.2.7 FAK signalling is critical for neutrophil transmigration
As described in Chapter 1, FRNK acts as competitive inhibitor of FAK (180). Exogenous
FRNK has been shown to localize at focal adhesions, promote FAK dephosphorylation by
binding to other focal adhesion proteins, and block FAK-mediated downstream signalling (111).
To confirm a role for FAK in neutrophil transmigration, we transduced endothelial cells with
GFP-FRNK in an adenoviral vector (Ad-GFP-FRNK), or Ad-GFP alone as a control. Forty-eight
hours after transduction, endothelial cells were monitored by phase contrast microscopy.
Exogenous expression of FRNK had no effect on endothelial cell morphology (Figure 3.10a).
Using GFP as an indicator, FRNK was localized at focal adhesions (Figure 3.10b), as expected.

Next, we performed neutrophil transmigration assays using endothelial cells that
overexpressed FRNK. Endothelial cells were transduced with Ad-GFP-FRNK or Ad-GFP for 48
hours, then stimulated with TNF-α or buffer for 4 hours. Endothelial cells were then assembled
in the flow chamber and freshly isolated human neutrophils were perfused for 4 minutes
followed by buffer perfusion at the shear stress of 1 dyn/cm2. Similar to FAK siRNA,
overexpression of FRNK significantly decreased neutrophil transmigration as compared to GFPtransduced and non transduced control cells (Figure 3.11). Because FRNK is known to block
FAK-mediated signalling, these data suggest that FAK signalling is important for neutrophil
transmigration.
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Figure 3.10 Adenoviral GFP-FRNK is effectively expressed in endothelial cells and did not
affect endothelial cell morphology.
Endothelial cells were transduced with Ad-GFP-FRNK or Ad-GFP for 48 hours. a) Live
endothelial cells were visualized 48 hours post-transduction by using phase-contrast microscopy.
b) Fluorescent images acquired by wide field microscopy show that a high level of transduction
was achieved and that FRNK was localized at focal adhesions as expected.
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Figure 3.11 Treating endothelial cells with FRNK blocked neutrophil transmigration.
Endothelial cells were transduced with either Ad-GFP or an Ad-GFP-FRNK construct for 48
hours prior to stimulation with TNF-α (10ng/ml) for 4 hours. Following stimulation, HUVECs
were assembled in a parallel plate flow chamber and freshly isolated human neutrophils were
perfused across the stimulated endothelial cells for 4 minutes followed by buffer perfusion at
1dyn/cm2. The percentage transmigration is shown as mean ±SEM for 4 independent
experiments. **P<0.01 by using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test.
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3.2.8 FRNK has no effect upstream on the TNF-α signalling pathway
Since overexpression of FRNK attenuated neutrophil transmigration, next we wanted to
determine if FRNK overexpression affected earlier events in the TNF-α signalling pathway,
specifically the up-regulation of E-selectin and ICAM-1. HUVEC were transduced with AdGFP-FRNK or control vectors, stimulated with TNF-α and then examined for protein expression
of ICAM-1 and E-selectin (Figure 3.12). Western blot (Figure 3.12a) and densitometric analyses
showed that there was no significant change in ICAM-1 (Figure 3.12 b) or E-selectin (Figure
3.12 c).
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Figure 3.12 Overexpression of FRNK did not affect the expression of E-selectin or ICAM-1.
Endothelial cells were transduced for 48 hours with either Ad-GFP-FRNK or Ad-GFP prior to
stimulation with TNF-α for 4 hours. a) Following stimulation, HUVECs were lysed and total
ICAM-1 and E-selectin were detected by Western blot with actin used as a loading control. The
blots shown are representative of those from 3 independent experiments. b) ICAM-1 and Eselectin expression were quantified by using actin as the control. The data are shown as the mean
± SEM for 3 independent experiments. No significant differences were detected by using oneway ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test.
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3.3 Discussion
3.3.1 FAK is critical for optimal neutrophil transmigration
The results described here support a role for endothelial FAK during neutrophil
recruitment across endothelial cells (192). Using an in vitro model we have provided evidence
that there is a localized shear-independent loss of endothelial FAK in the proximity of neutrophil
transmigration. Supporting our data, Iwaki et al. showed that endothelial FAK is lost during
leukocyte recruitment (173) and a later study by Su demonstrated the loss of FAK during
neutrophil transmigration (174). We showed for the first time that FAK is not only relocalized
but also required for maximal transmigration. siRNA-mediated downregulation of FAK, and
interrupted FAK signalling by FRNK overexpression, had no effect on the total number of
neutrophils recruited to inflamed endothelial cells. However, transmigration was significantly
decreased. Neither FAK downregulation or overexpression of FRNK affected the TNF-α
mediated expression of E-selectin, ICAM-1 or IL-8, which are essential for leukocyte
recruitment (203).

3.3.2 FAK downregulation and Transmigration
This is the first study to show a functional role for FAK during leukocyte diapedesis.
Downregulation of FAK with FAK siRNA resulted in 85% reduction in total endothelial FAK
and significantly reduced the transmigration of neutrophils without affecting total cell attachment
and rolling. The transmigration was blocked by approximately 50%, suggesting that FAK is not
the only protein that regulates neutrophil transmigration in TNF-α inflammation. Our lab showed
a similar observation for paxillin (192) suggesting that both FAK and paxillin are critical for
successful transmigration of neutrophils through endothelium. Downregulation of both FAK and
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paxillin was not performed in this study, but would be useful to determine if both proteins are
working in co-operation for complete inhibition of neutrophil transmigration.

In this study, we determined that shear stress is not essential for FAK redistribution
during neutrophil transmigration. Parsons et al. from our lab demonstrated that the redistribution
of paxillin is also shear-independent (192). Whether or not the requirement for FAK and/ or
paxillin in neutrophil transmigration is also shear-independent was not tested and remains to be
determined. A study by Kitiyama et al. showed that neutrophil transmigration is accelerated
under flow conditions suggesting shear stress could be one of the factors involved in
transmigration (78). Based on previous literature it may be possible that total percentage of
transmigration will be little less in static condition compared to flow.

3.3.3 TNF-alpha signalling
We used a TNF-α inflammation model to upregulate the expression of adhesion
molecules E-selectin and ICAM-1, and chemokine IL-8, by activation of the NFκB pathway
(64). FAK acts upstream of NFκB in some systems (205), however downregulation of FAK did
not affect transcription or translation of ICAM-1, E-selectin or IL-8.

The morphology and intercellular junctions of endothelial cells, when imaged by phase
contrast microscopy, did not appear to be affected by endothelial FAK downregulation. Others in
the lab have shown intact junctions using staining of VE-cadherin (192). However we could also
measure transendothelial electrical resistance (TER) and determine if junctions are intact or not.
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We observed the loss of phosphorylated FAK from areas surrounding transmigrated
neutrophils. To understand the role for FAK signalling in more detail we used FRNK, which is
known to be a dominant negative regulator of FAK. Similar to FAK downregulation,
overexpression of FRNK blocked neutrophil transmigration without affecting total accumulation
or the TNF-α signalling pathway, as evidenced by upregulation of ICAM-1, P-selectin and IL-8.
However, we did not look at the localization of FAK after FRNK overexpression.

Our data strongly indicate that FAK and FAK signalling are not required for early events
in the neutrophil recruitment cascade, but are required for optimal transmigration. This suggests
that FAK signalling is somehow playing a role in the disassembly of focal adhesions, perhaps by
regulating junctional proteins, which are critical for transmigration.

3.3.4 Proposed mechanism underlying the requirement for FAK in neutrophil transmigration
Evidence that Focal Adhesions remain intact despite loss of FAK
There are many proteins which are present at focal adhesions. Data in this thesis
demonstrate the localized loss of endothelial FAK during neutrophil recruitment. Studies from
our lab and others have shown that the focal adhesion protein paxillin also disappears from
regions of neutrophil transmigration (174). Su et al. suggested that beta1 integrin and vinculin
may also be lost during neutrophil transmigration (174), however we demonstrated that there was
no loss of these focal adhesion proteins (192), suggesting that at least some focal adhesions
remain intact.
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Focal adhesions are grouped into three categories based on structure and function: focal
contacts, focal adhesions, and fibrillar adhesions. FAK is essential for forming focal contacts but
not for maintenance of focal adhesions (114). In FAK siRNA treated endothelial cells,
expression and localization of zyxin, a hallmark protein for making stable focal adhesions (206),
was unaffected by FAK downregulation, suggesting that focal adhesions were maintained,
consistent with the previous literature that FAK has a role in making new focal adhesions and not
in stability of focal adhesions (147). FAK is not required for fibrillar adhesion formation(92).

FAK is involved in both initial focal contacts formation as well as disassembly of focal
adhesion and turnover (107). Focal adhesion assembly and disassembly are required for
continuous cell adhesion to the extracellular matrix. Many studies have demonstrated that FAK
deficiency has a major effect on disassembly of focal adhesions suggesting that focal adhesion
turnover is primarily regulated by FAK (153, 173). Our study showing that downregulation of
FAK is critical for optimal neutrophil transmigration is consistent with a requirement for FAK in
the disassembly of focal adhesions.

One of the mechanisms involved in disassembling of focal adhesion is Src-dependent
tyrosine phosphorylation of FAK and paxillin (148, 207). Paxillin binds to the C-terminal
domain of FAK and functions as an adaptor protein (147). Zaidel-Bar et al. suggested that
paxillin, through its phosphorylation, may act as a switch for the regulation of focal adhesion
dynamics (208). Overexpression of phosphorylation site-mutated paxillin showed inhibition of
FAK mediated focal adhesion turnover, suggesting that paxillin is also critical for focal adhesion
disassembly (153).
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Studies from our lab showed that FAK and paxillin are phosphorylated during leukocyte
recruitment (77). Allingham et al. demonstrated that inhibition of Src blocked neutrophil
transmigration (57). This suggests that Src-mediated tyrosine phosphorylation of FAK and
paxillin is essential for leukocyte recruitment in our inflammation model. Based on these
previous findings we propose that phosphorylation of focal adhesion proteins FAK and paxillin
mediate focal adhesion disassembly, which allows leukocyte transmigration.

3.3.5 Role for FAK in junctional permeability
In addition to focal adhesion disassembly, FAK is also essential for junction formation
and microvascular permeability(115). FAK-deficient animals were embryonic lethal and were
not able to form endothelial junctions, showing that FAK is critical for vascular integrity(209,
210). Many studies have shown that the endothelial junctional protein VE-cadherin is a key
regulator of vascular permeability and also has a role in leukocyte transmigration (55, 211, 212).
Consistent with this, expression of FRNK affects vascular permeability, through inhibition of
FAK mediated downstream signalling and phosphorylation of VE-cadherin , beta-catenin and
paxillin (213). Recently Jean et al. also showed that endothelial FAK directly phosphorylates the
Y658 site of VE-cadherin and inhibition of FAK leads to decrease vascular permeability and
tumor cell migration (214).
.
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3.3.6 Proposed model for FAK
Based on our data and observations from the literature described above, we propose that
neutrophil engagement on inflamed endothelial cells triggers phosphorylation and activation of
FAK, resulting in focal adhesion remodelling and localized loss of FAK. We speculate that
activation of FAK may have a role in VE-cadherin-mediated junctional opening, which allows
for maximal neutrophil transmigration (Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.13: Model for the role of FAK in neutrophil transmigration.
Neutrophil binding promotes endothelial FAK phosphorylation. FAK mediated signalling
increase phosphorylation of VE-cadherin and assists in junction opening. At the same time,
increased phosphorylation of FAK results in departure of FAK and paxillin from the focal
adhesion and increased focal adhesion remodelling.
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Chapter Four: FRNK acts independently of FAK to regulate IL-4 mediated eosinophil
recruitment in human endothelial cells

Some of the work described in this chapter was published in:
Sharma R, Colarusso P, Zhang H, Stevens K, Patel KD. FRNK negatively regulates IL-4mediated inflammation. Journal of Cell Science 2015 Feb 15; 128(4): 695-705.
My contributions to this paper included Figure 1a,b,c, (Chapter Figure 4.10) Figure 5a (Chapter
Figure 4.12 ) Figure 6 c, e, f (Chapter Figure 4.2 b, 4.3 b, 4.4 a, c, 4.5 a).

Contributions by others to Chapter 4
Dr. Hong Zhang produced the mRNA data and western blotting for figure 4.11.
Evelyn Lailey produced the ELISA and western blotting for figure 4.13.
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4.1 Introduction
Eosinophils are granulocytes that are derived from the same progenitor cells as
neutrophils and play a major role in Th2 inflammation. They are recruited to the lung and airway
by cytokines released from Th2 cells. Eosinophil recruitment and transmigration to the site of
infection is a shear dependent process (198). Previous work by Cuvelier et al. showed that
endothelial focal adhesion proteins FAK and paxillin get phosphorylated during eosinophil
recruitment (77), suggesting that mechanosensing causes activation of FAK and paxillin during
eosinophil recruitment. Force-induced changes in paxillin and FAK phosphorylation have been
observed by others in endothelial cells (215); however, the mechanism by which phosphopaxillin and phospho-FAK regulate focal adhesion turnover during leukocyte recruitment and
transmigration is still not clear. FAK is a known signalling protein and its phosphorylation
during transmigration suggests a role in shear-dependent transmigration of eosinophils across
endothelium.

FAK also functions as a signalling and scaffolding protein and in chapter 3 we showed a
shear-independent role for FAK in neutrophil transmigration. We determined loss of FAK in the
proximity of neutrophil transmigration, and downregulation of FAK using siRNA showed that
FAK is critical for neutrophil transmigration. Similarly, inhibiting FAK signalling by FRNK
overexpression also showed that FAK signalling is essential for neutrophil transmigration.

FRNK is identical to the C-terminal domain of FAK and acts as an endogenous FAK
inhibitor by binding to other FAK-binding focal adhesion proteins, such as paxillin and talin
(115), and displacing FAK from focal adhesions (175, 176). For this reason, many previous
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studies have focused on the role of FRNK as a competitive inhibitor for FAK, however a recent
study by Ding et al. showed that FRNK also acts independently of FAK to decrease fibrosis in a
model of pulmonary fibrosis (194).

The objective of this study was to determine whether endothelial FAK is critical for
recruitment and transmigration of eosinophils, as it is for neutrophils. As endothelial FAK gets
phosphorylated during eosinophil recruitment (77), we wanted to determine if FAK signalling
pathways have a role in eosinophil recruitment and transmigration.

To understand the role of FAK and FAK signalling in eosinophil recruitment we used IL4 stimulated endothelial cells, a well-described model to study Th2 inflammation (75). IL-4 is a
Th2 cytokine that is increased in inflammatory disease and influences the development of Th2
cells (67).
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4.2 Results
4.2.1 FAK is not relocalized during eosinophil transmigration
Focal adhesion protein FAK functions as a signalling and a scaffolding protein. Since we
saw that endothelial FAK has a role in neutrophil transmigration, next we wanted to know if it is
also required for eosinophil transmigration. Using a parallel plate flow chamber, freshly isolated
human eosinophils were perfused across IL-4 stimulated endothelial cells. We observed
eosinophils rolling and firmly adherent to inflamed endothelial cells and transmigrating
underneath the endothelial cells, flattening and going from phase bright to phase dark. After 10
minutes, the endothelial cells were fixed, permeabilized, stained for FAK and visualized by
immunofluorescence. Nuclear dye Hoechst was used to differentiate between endothelial cells
and eosinophils. In contrast to our previous observations of FAK disappearance from regions of
neutrophil transmigration (chapter 3), we found that FAK remained in endothelial cells that were
in close proximity to transmigrating eosinophils (Figure 4.1a). Image analyses of different
regions of the same monolayers confirmed that intracellular FAK expression did not change in
HUVEC in the proximity of a transmigrated eosinophil compared to regions where no eosinophil
transmigrated or when the monolayer was perfused with buffer alone (Figure 4.1b).
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Figure 4.1 FAK is not relocalized during eosinophil transmigration
HUVEC were treated with 20ng/ml IL-4 or were untreated for 24 hours. Cells were then
assembled in the parallel plate flow chamber and freshly isolated human eosinophils
(0.5X106/ml) were perfused at 1 dyn/cm2 shear stress. After 10 minutes cells were washed, fixed,
permeabilized and stained for FAK. a) FAK staining was localized by labeling with mouse antiFAK antibody followed by goat anti-mouse IgG Alexa-488 secondary antibody. Images were
acquired using the confocal microscope. FAK staining is shown in green. DNA was labeled
using Hoechst and is shown in blue. White arrowhead shows eosinophil nuclei, which are much
smaller than endothelial nuclei. Optical sections were acquired using a 40X/1.35 N.A. objective.
Scale bar is 20 µm. b) Fluorescence emission intensity for FAK was measured as described in
material and methods. Data were collected from control monolayers that were not exposed to
eosinophils (Control), from regions surrounding transmigrated eosinophils (Eosinophil) and
regions with no eosinophils in the same field of view (EC only). Data are expressed in arbitrary
units (a.u.) and shown as mean ± SEM of at least 3 independent experiments. No significant
differences were detected.
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4.2.2 Down regulating FAK and Pyk2 has no effect on eosinophil recruitment
Next we wanted to determine if FAK is required for eosinophil transmigration even
though it is not relocalized. Pyk2 is another signalling protein present in endothelial cells and
previous studies have shown that it is functionally related to FAK (196, 216). Therefore, we
downregulated both proteins to determine if either is required for eosinophil recruitment and
transmigration.

siRNAs were used to knockdown endogenous expression of endothelial FAK or Pyk2 in
HUVEC. Control fluorescein siRNA was used to determine the transfection efficiency. Using
qRT-PCR, we measured mRNA expression levels and found that FAK was specifically downregulated without affecting expression of Pyk2, and vice versa (Fig. 4.2 a and 4.3 a)
Protein expression of FAK and Pyk2 was determined by Western blotting, with actin as a loading
control. Image analysis showed that FAK siRNA significantly downregulated FAK protein
(>85%), whereas Pyk2 was unaffected (Figure 4.2 b, c). Similarly, Pyk2 siRNA significantly
downregulated Pyk2 protein (>90%), and FAK was unaffected (Figure 4.3 b, c).

These control experiments confirmed the specificity of FAK and Pyk2 siRNA-mediated
downregulation. Next, we performed transmigration assays on endothelial cells to determine
whether FAK or Pyk2 was required for eosinophil recruitment and transmigration. Endothelial
cells were transfected with FAK siRNA, Pyk2 siRNA, both, or control siRNA, for 48 hours
followed by stimulation with IL-4 or buffer for 24 hours. Endothelial cells were then assembled
in the flow chamber and freshly isolated human eosinophils were perfused for 4 minutes,
followed by buffer perfusion at the shear stress of 1dyn/cm2. The total number of eosinophils
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accumulated on the endothelial monolayer was determined at 4 minutes, and the total number of
rolling and transmigrating eosinophils was determined at 10 minutes after perfusion. Perfused
eosinophils became firmly adherent on untransfected and control siRNA transfected monolayers.
Treating endothelial cells with control siRNA had no effect on eosinophil recruitment, compared
to IL-4 stimulated monolayers with no siRNAs present, indicating that there was no non-specific
effect of siRNA transfection on endothelial cells (Figure 4.4 a). Downregulating FAK or Pyk2,
either alone or in combination, had no effect on total cell accumulation, rolling or transmigration
(Figure 4.4). These experiments strongly suggest that endothelial FAK has no role in eosinophil
recruitment and transmigration.
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Figure 4.2 Specific downregulation of FAK with siRNA.
HUVEC were transfected with FAK siRNA, Pyk2 siRNA, a combination of both (F+P), or
control siRNA, prior to stimulation with IL-4 (20ng/ml) for 24 hours. a) Cells were harvested for
mRNA and qRT-PCR was performed for relative expression of FAK mRNA. Data were
normalized to GAPDH expression. Results shown are representative of 5 independent
experiments. b) HUVECs were lysed and FAK expression was determined by western blotting.
Actin was used as loading control. Blots shown are representative of 5 independent experiments.
c) FAK protein expression was quantified using actin as a control. Data are mean and ± SEM of
5 independent experiments. *P<0.05 and ***P<0.001 by using ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test.
F stands for FAK siRNA and P stands for Pyk2 siRNA.
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Figure 4.3 Downregulating Pyk2 had no effect on FAK.
HUVEC were transfected with FAK siRNA, Pyk2 siRNA, a combination of both (F+P), or
control siRNA, prior to stimulation with IL-4 (20ng/ml) for 24 hours. a) Cells were harvested for
mRNA and qRT-PCR was performed for relative expression of Pyk2 mRNA; data were
normalized to GAPDH expression. b) HUVECs were lysed and Pyk2 expression was determined
by western blotting using actin as a loading control. Results shown are representative of 5
independent experiments c) Pyk2 expression was quantified using actin as a control. Data are
mean and ± SEM of 5 independent experiments. *P<0.05 and ***P<0.001 using ANOVA with
Tukey’s post-test. F stands for FAK siRNA and P stands for Pyk2 siRNA.
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Figure 4.4 Downregulating FAK alone or in combination with Pyk2 had no effect on IL-4
mediated eosinophil recruitment.
HUVEC were transfected with Pyk2 siRNA, FAK siRNA, both (F+P), or control siRNA prior to
stimulation with IL-4 (20ng/ml) for 24 hours. HUVEC were then assembled in the parallel plate
flow chamber and freshly isolated human eosinophils (0.5X106/ml) were perfused at 1 dyn/cm2
shear stress. At 4 minutes a) total accumulation and at10 minutes b) rolling and c) total
transmigration were determined. Data are mean and ± SEM of 5 independent experiments. nd =
not detected. ns = not significant using ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test.
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4.2.3 FAK downregulation has no effect on IL-4 mediated VCAM-1 or CCL26 expression
IL-4 promotes eosinophil recruitment by upregulating adhesion molecules such as
VCAM-1(69), P-selectin(217) and chemokine CCL26 (218). We examined the expression of
VCAM-1 and CCL26 in response to FAK downregulation alone or in combination with Pyk2.
VCAM-1 protein expression was assessed by western blot. No differences were detected
compared to IL-4 only controls or control siRNAs (Figure 4.5 a). Densitometric analysis showed
that there was no significant change in VCAM-1 protein expression with downregulation of FAK
alone or in combination with Pyk2 (Figure 4.5 b).

We used ELISA to measure CCL26 protein expression and found no significant
difference between CCL26 protein expression after FAK and/or Pyk2 downregulation compared
to control siRNA (Figure 4.5 c).
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Figure 4.5 Downregulating FAK alone or in combination with Pyk2 had no effect on IL-4
mediated VCAM-1 and CCL26 expression.
HUVECs were transfected with Pyk2 siRNA, FAK siRNA, both (F+P), or control siRNA prior
to stimulation with IL-4 (20 ng/ml) for 48 hours. a) Cells were lysed and VCAM-1 expression
was determined by western blotting using actin as a loading control. Blots shown are
representative of 5 independent experiments. b) VCAM-1 expression was quantified by using
actin as a control. Data are mean and ± SEM of 5 independent experiments. c) Supernatants were
collected for CCL26 ELISA. Data are mean and ± SEM of 5 independent experiments. ns = not
significant using ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test.
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4.2.4 Endothelial Paxillin is not critical for eosinophil transmigration
FAK and paxillin are both localized at focal adhesions and a previous study from our lab
showed rapid phosphorylation and loss of both FAK and paxillin during neutrophil
transmigration (192). Since FAK was unexpectedly not re-localized during eosinophil
transmigration, we wanted to determine if endothelial focal adhesion protein paxillin also failed
to redistribute during eosinophil transmigration. HUVECs were stimulated with IL-4 (20 ng/ml)
to upregulate expression of adhesion molecules. Using a parallel plate flow chamber, freshly
isolated human eosinophils were perfused across IL-4 stimulated endothelial cells. After 10
minutes, the endothelial cells were fixed, permeabilized, stained for paxillin and visualized by
immunofluorescence. Similar to FAK, paxillin remained in endothelial cells that were in close
proximity to the transmigrating eosinophil (Figure 4.6 a). Quantitation of the fluorescence signal
confirmed that endothelial paxillin expression did not change in HUVEC in the proximity of
transmigrated eosinophils compared to regions of the monolayer where no eosinophils
transmigrated or to monolayers perfused with buffer alone (Figure 4.6 b).

Next, we downregulated endothelial paxillin with siRNA specific to paxillin to assess
whether it is required for eosinophil transmigration. Control fluorescein siRNA transfected
HUVEC was used to determine the transfection efficiency and any indirect effect of siRNA.
Paxillin downregulation was determined by Western blotting, with actin as a loading control
(Figure 4.7a). Densitometry showed significant downregulation (>85%) of paxillin compared to
control fluorescein siRNA transfected HUVEC (Figure 4.7b).
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After these control experiments, we performed transmigration assays on endothelial cells
to determine whether paxillin is required for eosinophil transmigration. Endothelial cells were
transfected with paxillin siRNA or control siRNA for 48 hours and then stimulated with IL-4 or
buffer for 24 hours. Endothelial cells were then assembled in the flow chamber and freshly
isolated human eosinophils were perfused for 4 minutes, followed by buffer perfusion at the
shear stress of 1dyn/cm2. The total number of eosinophils accumulated on the endothelial
monolayer was determined at 4 minutes, and the total number of rolling and transmigrating
eosinophils was determined at 10 minutes after perfusion. Perfused eosinophils became firmly
adherent on paxillin siRNA transfected and control siRNA transfected monolayers (Figure 4.7 c).
Treating endothelial cells with paxillin siRNA had no effect on eosinophil rolling (figure 4.7 d)
or on transmigration (Figure 4.7 e), compared to control siRNA, suggesting no role for paxillin
in eosinophil recruitment and transmigration.
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Figure 4.6 Paxillin is not relocalized during eosinophil transmigration.
HUVEC were either untreated or treated with 20ng/ml IL-4. 24 hours later cells were assembled
in the parallel plate flow chamber and freshly isolated human eosinophils (0.5X106/ml) were
perfused at 1 dyn/cm2 shear stress. After 10 minutes cells were washed, fixed, permeabilized and
stained for paxillin. a) Paxillin was localized by labeling with mouse anti-paxillin antibody
followed by goat anti-mouse IgG Alexa-488 secondary antibody. Images were acquired using the
confocal microscope. Paxillin staining is shown in green. DNA was labeled using Hoechst and is
shown in blue. White arrowheads are used to show eosinophil nuclei, which are much smaller
than endothelial nuclei. Optical sections were acquired using a 40X/1.35 N.A. objective. Scale
bar is 20 µm. b) Fluorescence emission intensity for paxillin was measured as described in
material and methods. Data were collected from control monolayers that were not exposed to
eosinophils (Control), from regions surrounding a transmigrated eosinophil (Eosinophil) and
from regions with no eosinophils in the same field of view (EC only). Data are expressed in
arbitrary units (a.u.) and shown as mean ± SEM of at least 3 independent experiments. No
significant differences were detected.
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Figure 4.7 Downregulating paxillin had no effect on IL-4-mediated eosinophil recruitment
and transmigration.
HUVEC were transfected with paxillin siRNA or control siRNA a) HUVECs were lysed and
paxillin expression was determined by western blotting. Actin was used as loading control. b)
Paxillin protein expression was quantified using actin as a control. Data are mean and ± SEM of
3 independent experiments. ***P<0.001 by using ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test. c-e) siRNAtransfected HUVECs were stimulated with 20 ng/ml IL-4 for 24 hours, assembled in the parallel
plate flow chamber and then freshly isolated human eosinophils (0.5X106/ml) were perfused at 1
dyn/cm2 shear stress. Total accumulation was measured at 4 minutes (c), and d) rolling and e)
total transmigration were determined at 10 minutes. Data are mean and ± SEM of 4 independent
experiments. No significant differences were detected using ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test.
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4.2.5 FAK inhibitor blocked eosinophil recruitment and transmigration
Since FAK did not appear to be required for eosinophil recruitment, we attempted to
validate this result by using the FAK inhibitor FAK-II (PF 573228), which specifically prevents
FAK signalling by blocking phosphorylation of the tyrosine kinase site Y397 (219). To confirm
that FAK-II blocked FAK phosphorylation in our experiments, we treated HUVEC with 0.1- 5.0
µM of FAK-II and looked at the expression of phospho-FAK using total FAK protein as the
loading control (Figure 4.8 a). Western blot and densitometric analysis showed significantly less
phosphorylation of FAK at 5.0 µM of the FAK inhibitor (Figure 4.8 b). Microscopically, the
cells appeared to be healthy with FAK inhibitor treatment at all concentrations.

Endothelial cells were treated with 5 µM FAK-II, then stimulated with IL-4 for 24 hours
and assembled in the flow chamber. Freshly isolated human eosinophils were perfused for 4
minutes followed by buffer perfusion at the shear stress of 1dyn/cm2. Despite the lack of
requirement for FAK as shown by siRNA experiments (Figures 4.4, 4.5), FAK-II significantly
blocked eosinophil accumulation as compared to control cells (Figure 4.9 a). The transition from
rolling to firm adhesion was also blocked as evidenced by increased rolling in FAK-II treated
cells (Figure 4.9 b). Since total accumulation and adhesion were blocked, the last step of
recruitment cascade, transmigration, was also blocked compared to controls (Figure 4.9 c).
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Figure 4.8 Dose response of FAK-II inhibitor on FAK phosphorylation.
HUVEC were treated with escalating doses of FAK-II inhibitor (PF 573228) for 1 hour prior to
IL-4 (20ng/ml) stimulation. a) After 24 hours cells were lysed and P-FAK expression was
determined by western blotting. The membrane was stripped and re-probed for total protein. b)
P-FAK data were quantified and normalized using total FAK. Data are mean and ± SEM of 3
independent experiments. *P<0.05 by using ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test.
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Figure 4.9 Inhibiting FAK using FAK-II decreased IL-4 mediated eosinophil accumulation
and transmigration.
HUVEC were pretreated with FAK-II inhibitor (PF 573228) (5µM) or DMSO control for 1 hour
and then stimulated with IL-4 (20ng/ml) for 24 hours. After 24 hours cells were assembled in the
parallel plate flow chamber and freshly isolated human eosinophils (0.5X106/ml) were perfused
at 1 dyn/cm2 shear stress. a) total accumulation b) rolling and c) total transmigration were
determined 4, 10, and 10 minutes, respectively. Data are mean and ± SEM of 4 independent
experiments. *P<0.05, **P<0.01using ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test and nd= not detected.
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4.2.6 FRNK blocked eosinophil recruitment and transmigration.
Data described above indicated that FAK-II blocked eosinophil recruitment and
transmigration whereas FAK siRNA had no effect. We used FRNK overexpression as an
alternative method to inhibit FAK and determine the effect on eosinophil recruitment.

Endothelial cells were transduced with Ad-GFP-FRNK or Ad-GFP, stimulated with IL-4
for 24 hours and assembled in the flow chamber. Freshly isolated human eosinophils were
perfused for 4 minutes followed by buffer perfusion at the shear stress of 1dyn/cm2. Despite the
lack of requirement for FAK, and similar to the effect of FAK-II, overexpression of FRNK
significantly blocked eosinophil accumulation as compared to control GFP transduced cells and
non-transduced control cells (Figure 4.10 a). The transition from rolling to firm adhesion was
also blocked as evidenced by increased rolling in FRNK-transduced cells (Figure 4.10 b). Since
total accumulation and adhesion were blocked, the last step of the recruitment cascade,
transmigration, was also blocked compared to controls (Figure 4.10 c).
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Figure 4.10 FRNK overexpression blocks accumulation and transmigration of eosinophils.
HUVEC were transduced with Ad-FRNK-GFP or Ad-GFP prior to stimulation with IL-4 (20
ng/ml) for 24 hours. Cells were then assembled in the parallel plate flow chamber and freshly
isolated human eosinophils (0.5X106/ml) were perfused at 1 dyn/cm2 shear stress. a) total
accumulation b) rolling and c) total transmigration were determined at 4, 10 and 10 minutes,
respectively. Data are mean and ± SEM of 5 independent experiments. ***P<0.001 by using
ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test.
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4.2.7 FRNK acts independently of FAK in IL-4 model of inflammation
Since downregulation of FAK and overexpression of FRNK, which is expected to act by
inhibiting FAK, had differing effects on IL-4-mediated eosinophil recruitment, we wanted to
determine if FRNK might be acting independently of FAK. To do this, we transduced endothelial
cells with Ad-GFP-FRNK and simultaneously transfected them with FAK siRNA. The mRNA
expression of VCAM-1 was measured by qRT-PCR and found to be significantly blocked by
FRNK expression even when FAK was downregulated with FAK siRNA (Figure 4.11a).
Similarly, protein expression of VCAM-1 was blocked with exogenous expression of FRNK,
even when FAK was downregulated by siRNA (Figure 4.11b). These data strongly suggest that
FRNK is working independently of FAK in our IL-4 inflammation model.
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Figure 4.11 FRNK acts independently of FAK.
HUVEC were transfected with FAK siRNA, or transduced with Ad-GFP-FRNK or a
combination of FAK siRNA and FRNK overexpression prior to stimulation with IL-4 (20 ng/ml)
for 24 hours. a) Cells were lysed and FAK expression was detected by Western blot; actin was
used as control. b) Cells were harvested for mRNA and qRT-PCR was performed for relative
expression of VCAM-1 mRNA; data were normalized with GAPDH expression. c) Cells were
lysed and VCAM-1 expression was determined by western blotting, using actin as loading
control. d) VCAM-1 data were quantified and normalized using actin as control. Data are mean
and ± SEM of 5 independent experiments. ***P<0.001 by using ANOVA with Tukey’s posttest.
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4.2.8 IL-4 does not induce rapid phosphorylation of FAK in endothelial cells
FAK is a signalling protein that is known to become tyrosine phosphorylated upon
activation(111). To test if FAK is phosphorylated in response to IL-4 treatment, we monitored
FAK phosphorylation over time (0, 15, 30 and 60 min) by Western blot analysis after the
addition of IL-4 to endothelial cells in culture. Image analysis showed there was no significant
change in FAK phosphorylation over these early time points as compared to unstimulated
endothelial cells. Since up to 15% of FAK still remained after siRNA-mediated downregulation
(Figure 4.2 b), we looked at FAK phosphorylation in FAK siRNA condition as well, however
phospho-FAK was not detected. Altogether, these results suggest that FAK signalling is not
activated by IL-4 stimulation in endothelial cells (Figure 4.12).
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Figure 4.12 IL-4 does not induce phosphorylation of FAK in endothelial cells.
a) HUVECs were transfected with FAK siRNA and stimulated with IL-4 (20 ng/ml) for the time
points indicated; zero time point indicates no IL-4. Cells were then lysed and blotted for
phospho-FAK (P-FAK) using FAK as a loading control. b) P-FAK expression was quantified
using FAK as a control. Data are mean and ± SEM of 3 independent experiments.
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4.2.9 Endogenous FRNK is regulated by IL-4
FRNK is an endogenous protein expressed in endothelial cells. Since in our model of IL4 inflammation FRNK appears to be acting independently of FAK, next we wanted to determine
if endogenous FRNK expression is regulated by IL-4.

Endothelial cells were stimulated with IL-4 and FRNK expression was determined at the
mRNA level by qRT-PCR at 24 hours and at the protein level by Western blotting at 24 and 48
hours (Figure 4.13 a). FRNK is identical to the C-terminal of FAK but has a unique leader
sequence at the 5’ end of the FRNK start site. To identify the mRNA expression of FRNK, we
used a primer identical to the 5’ leader sequence of FRNK. This leader sequence is not expressed
in FAK, so it can differentiate total FAK and FRNK expression in endothelial cells. As a control,
we also examined endogenous FAK expression by using a primer specific to the N-terminal
FERM domain of FAK, which is unique to FAK and not shared by FRNK. Endothelial cells
were stimulated with IL-4 and after 24 hours cells were harvested. Endothelial cell mRNA
expression of FAK and FRNK was determined by specific primers and data were normalized
against GAPDH controls. Stimulation with IL-4 for 24 hours showed increased FRNK
expression, whereas endogenous FAK expression was unchanged. (Figure 4.13 a).

To measure protein levels of FAK and FRNK, cells were stimulated with IL-4 for 24 and
48 hours and then lysed for Western blotting using the C-terminal FAT domain specific
antibody. This antibody was specific to both FAK and FRNK. The proteins were differentiated
by their molecular weight, with FAK running at 125 Kd and FRNK running at 45 Kd. FRNK
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expression was increased with IL-4 stimulation while endogenous FAK expression was
unchanged. These data show that endogenous FRNK is regulated by IL-4, but endogenous FAK
is not (Figure 4.12 b, c).
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Figure 4.13 IL-4 increased mRNA and protein expression of endogenous FRNK.
HUVECs were stimulated with 20 ng/ml IL-4. a) 24 hours later, cells were collected and cDNA
was generated for qRT-PCR using primers to specifically amplify FAK and FRNK. Data were
normalized using GAPDH. b) After 24 and 48 hours, cells were lysed for western blotting. FAK
and FRNK were detected using the FAK (C-20) antibody, which recognizes a peptide sequence
in the FAT domain. FAK and FRNK were distinguished by molecular weight. Blots shown are
representative of 5 independent experiments c) The protein data in b were normalized using actin
as a loading control. Data are mean and ± SEM of 5 independent experiments. **P <0.01, ***P
<0.001 as compared to control by using t-test.
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4.3 Discussion
In this chapter, evidence was presented that, unlike neutrophils, FAK has no role in
eosinophil recruitment and transmigration in an IL-4 inflammation model. Surprisingly, FRNK,
usually known as an inhibitor of FAK, worked independently of FAK and blocked eosinophil
recruitment. Paradoxically, a pharmacological inhibitor of FAK, FAK-II (PF 573228), also
blocked recruitment and a possible explanation will be discussed below. Endogenous FRNK was
shown to be upregulated by IL-4 at late time-points, suggesting an anti-inflammatory role for
FRNK in resolving IL-4 inflammation.

4.3.1 FAK is not essential for eosinophil recruitment in IL-4 mediated inflammation
An earlier study from our lab described activation of FAK during eosinophil recruitment
(77). Following up on that study, the aim of this series of experiments was to determine if,
similar to neutrophils, FAK or FAK signalling is necessary for eosinophil recruitment and
transmigration. To answer this, we downregulated FAK and observed that eosinophil recruitment
and transmigration were both unaffected. These data contrast with those from chapter 3 in which
we determined that FAK is essential for neutrophil transmigration. Paxillin, another focal
adhesion protein with a role in neutrophil transmigration (192), also appeared to be dispensable
in eosinophil recruitment and transmigration. We proposed in chapter 3 that both these proteins
regulate neutrophil transmigration by disassembly of focal adhesions; since neither appears to be
essential for eosinophil transmigration this led us to think that there may be another protein
similarly involved in eosinophil transmigration.
.
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Pyk2 is expressed in endothelial cells and is structurally and functionally similar to
FAK(135). However, downregulation of Pyk2 or a combination of FAK and Pyk2 showed no
effect on eosinophil recruitment and transmigration, suggesting that neither FAK nor Pyk2 are
critical in this IL-4 inflammation model. Consistent with this, FAK alone or in combination with
Pyk2 did not affect IL-4 mediated VCAM-1 expression at the transcriptional or translational
levels. Since neither FAK or Pyk2 are required for eosinophil transmigration, this suggests the
involvement of other proteins in eosinophil transmigration. In contrast to FAK, Pyk2 siRNA
treatment did have a tendency to decrease CCL26 protein expression even though these changes
were not statistically significant. The possible explanation for this observation could be that
when Pyk2 is downregulated, CCL26 binds to the endothelial cell surface more tightly and less is
released into the supernatant; future experiments could test this possibility using cell surface
ELISA.

4.3.2 A FAK- independent function for FRNK
Eosinophil accumulation and transmigration were blocked with overexpression of FRNK.
This contrasted with FAK siRNA data and suggested that FRNK may act independently of FAK.
By using FRNK overexpression and FAK downregulation together, we confirmed that FRNK is
acting functionally independent of FAK in our IL-4 inflammation model. Although FRNK is
usually thought of as a negative regulator of FAK, it must have additional functions(177, 180,
194).
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The inhibition of eosinophil recruitment and transmigration by the FAK inhibitor FAK-II
seems paradoxical. However, in addition to its kinase activity, FAK is also a scaffolding protein
with N-terminal FERM and C-terminal FAT domains. It is possible that inhibition of the kinase
activity of FAK somehow enhances its scaffolding activity, essentially creating an endogenous
pool of FRNK-like proteins with negative regulatory functions. This explanation would be
consistent with observations made by others that also suggest the possibility that the scaffolding
domains FERM and FAT are functionally activate in kinase-dead FAK. Specifically, Lim et al.
showed nuclear localization of kinase-inactive FAK that regulated VCAM-1 expression in a
TNF-α inflammation model (127). A recent study by Jean et al. showed that FAK knockout
triggers increased endothelial cell apoptosis whereas kinase-dead FAK does not (214). A study
by Richardson et al. showed that autophosphorylation-defective and kinase-dead FAK showed
surprisingly different results with FRNK overexpression (180). Kinase-dead FAK was able to
reverse the effect of FRNK overexpression in chicken embryo cells, however Y397-defective
FAK did not, suggesting that the functionality of kinase-dead FAK could be differently
regulated. This also implies that even with kinase-dead, FAK scaffolding domains are active and
in some case their activity is increased. The various effects of FAK siRNA, Y397 defective and
Kinase-dead FAK, support our proposal that FAK-II, by inhibiting the kinase activity of FAK,
actually enhances the activity of FAT domains so that endogenous functionally kinase-dead FAK
behaves similar to FRNK.

Our data suggesting that FRNK has FAK-independent regulatory effects was based on
overexpression of exogenous FRNK. However, we also showed that endogenous FRNK, but not
FAK, is upregulated by IL-4 and that FRNK upregulation occurs late after induction of
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inflammation. This is the first study to show upregulation of FRNK in IL-4-mediated
inflammation, however a study by Ding et al. showed FRNK protein level increased in primary
lung fibroblasts in response to TGF-ß1(194), and an in vivo study by Nolan showed high FRNK
expression in arterial smooth muscle following vascular injury (177). Our study supports a model
in which FRNK has a FAK-independent negative regulatory role in resolving inflammation in
the IL-4 inflammation model, by blocking eosinophil recruitment and transmigration.
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Chapter Five: Exploring mechanisms for FRNK regulation of IL-4 mediated
inflammation in endothelial cells

Sharma R, Colarusso P, Zhang H, Stevens K, Patel KD. FRNK negatively regulates IL-4mediated inflammation. Journal of Cell Science 2015 Feb 15; 128(4):695-705.

My contributions to this paper that are included in this chapter are Figure 1 e, f (Chapter figure
5.1 c, d ) Figure 2 a, c, (Chapter figure 5.5 a, c) Figure 4 a, b, c (Chapter figure 5.7 a, b, c)
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Contributions by others to Chapter 3
Dr. Hong Zhang produced the mRNA data.
Evelyn Lailey produced the ELISA and western blotting for figure 5.5 b, 5.6 b, d, 5.9 c.
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5.1 Introduction
Downregulation of FAK had no effect on eosinophil recruitment and transmigration and no
effect on the IL-4 signalling pathway, and yet exogenous expression of FRNK, which is
commonly known as a dominant negative inhibitor of FAK (175), blocked eosinophil
recruitment and transmigration(Chapter 4). Next, we wanted to determine the mechanism for the
FRNK-mediated effect in the IL-4 model. Since FRNK is regulated by IL-4 (Chapter 4), the first
step was to determine the effect of FRNK on expression of the adhesion molecules (VCAM-1
and P-selectin) and the chemokine CCL26, which are upregulated by IL-4 and required for
eosinophil recruitment.

IL-4 binds to the type II IL-4 receptor, consisting of IL4Rα and IL13Rα, on endothelial
cells, and induces tyrosine phosphorylation of JAK2 and STAT6 (68). Phosphorylated STAT6
homodimerizes and translocates to the nucleus where it binds to the promoter region of VCAM1(220), P-selectin (70) and CCL26 (41). These adhesion molecules and chemokine play a role in
eosinophil recruitment. Since STAT-6 is the classical transcription factor that regulates
expression of VCAM-1 and CCL26 in the IL-4 model of inflammation (220, 221), we wanted to
know if FRNK is interfering with either the phosphorylation of STAT-6 or translocation of pSTAT6 to the cell nucleus.

GATA is a family of transcription factors that regulates the expression of adhesion
molecules like VCAM-1 and ICAM-1 in endothelial cells (222). There are several GATA
subtypes. Umetani et al. and Song et al. detected GATA6, GATA2 and GATA3 in HUVECs but
not GATA5 and GATA4 (223, 224). As GATA6 is expressed and regulated by TNF-α in
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endothelial cells, we hypothesized that GATA6 could be another transcriptional factor which
regulates VCAM-1 expression in the IL-4 model of inflammation. Before addressing this, the
role of GATA6 in IL-4 inflammation had to be determined. Subsequently, we examined whether
FRNK affects upregulation of GATA-6 by IL-4.

Our lab showed previously that ERK1/2 is activated in IL-4 inflammation (77) and that
inhibition of ERK1/2 decreased eosinophil recruitment (198). In vivo studies also demonstrated
activation of MAPK pathway in IL-4 inflammation (226). Lim et al. showed a role for the
MAPK pathway in VCAM-1 expression in the TNF-α model of inflammation (127), which also
suggests a role for the ERK/MAPK pathway in regulating VCAM-1 and CCL26. Therefore, we
examined the effect of FRNK on IL-4 induced phosphorylation of ERK1/2.
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5.2 Results
5.2.1 FRNK blocked IL-4 mediated VCAM-1 or CCL26 expression
Endothelial VCAM-1, P-selectin and chemokine CCL26 are upregulated by IL-4 and
promote recruitment of eosinophils. To determine if FRNK is interfering with IL-4-mediated
upregulation of VCAM-1, P-selectin or CCL26, endothelial cells were transduced with Ad-GFPFRNK or Ad-GFP and stimulated with IL-4 for 24 hours. Quantitative real time PCR data
showed that overexpression of FRNK blocked mRNA expression of VCAM-1. The reduction
seen with Ad-GFP transduced cells was not statistically different from non-transduced control
cells (Figure 5.1a). Using Western blotting, we looked at the protein expression of VCAM-1
using actin as the loading control (Figure 5.1 b, c). Western blot and densitometric analysis
showed that VCAM-1 expression was significantly blocked in FRNK-transduced cells compared
to GFP-transduced or non-transduced control cells (Figure 5.1 d).

P-selectin is stored in inactivated endothelial cells in granules called Weibel-Palade
bodies and is upregulated at the cell surface by IL-4 (217). Together with VCAM-1, P-selectin
plays a significant role in eosinophil rolling. Since P-selectin is regulated by IL-4, we next
checked if the expression of P-selectin mRNA was affected by FRNK over-expression. Using
qRT-PCR, we determined that P-selectin expression was not affected as compared to other
controls (Figure 5.2).

We next looked at the expression of CCL26 (eotaxin3) which is the chemokine expressed
by endothelial cells in response to IL-4 stimulation. CCL26 is required for eosinophil activation
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and transition from rolling to firm adhesion. Our eosinophil recruitment data suggested that very
few eosinophils were recruited with overexpression of FRNK (Figure 4.10). We found that
exogenous expression of FRNK also blocked CCL26 expression both at the level of transcription
(mRNA) (Figure 5.3 a) and translation (protein) (Figure 5.3 b) as measured by qRT-PCR and
ELISA respectively. Combined, these data suggest that FRNK is interfering with the IL-4
signalling pathway leading to upregulation of VCAM-1 and CCL26, but not P-selectin.
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Figure 5.1 FRNK overexpression blocked IL-4 mediated VCAM-1 mRNA and protein
expression.
HUVEC were transduced with Ad-GFP-FRNK or Ad-GFP prior to stimulation with IL-4 (20
ng/ml) for 24 hours. a) HUVECs were harvested for mRNA and qRT-PCR was performed to
measure expression of VCAM-1 mRNA; data were normalized to GAPDH expression. b,c)
HUVECs were lysed and VCAM-1 expression was determined by western blotting, using actin
as loading control. Blots are representative of 5 independent experiments d) Results from
western blots were quantified using actin as a control. Data are mean and ± SEM of 5
independent experiments. **P<0.01 and ***P<0.001 by using ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test.
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Figure 5.2 FRNK overexpression had no effect on IL-4 mediated P-selectin mRNA
expression.
HUVEC were transduced with Ad-FRNK-GFP or Ad-GFP prior to stimulation with IL-4 (20
ng/ml) for 24 hours. a) Cells were harvested for mRNA and qRT-PCR was performed for
relative expression of P-selectin mRNA and data were normalized with GAPDH expression.
Data are mean and ± SEM of 5 different experiments and no significant differences were
detected.
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Figure 5.3 FRNK overexpression blocked IL-4 mediated CCL26 mRNA and protein
expression.
HUVEC were transduced with Ad-GFP-FRNK or Ad-GFP prior to stimulation with IL-4 (20
ng/ml) for 24 hours. a) Cells were harvested for mRNA and qRT-PCR was performed for
relative expression of CCL26 mRNA and data were normalized to GAPDH expression. b) The
supernatants were collected and ELISA performed to measure CCL26 protein. Data are mean
and ± SEM of 5 independent experiments. *P<0.05 and ***P<0.001 using ANOVA with
Tukey’s post-test.
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5.2.2 FAK-II also blocked IL-4 mediated VCAM-1 and CCL26 expression
Since results using FAK-II were similar to those of FRNK overexpression with respect to
eosinophil recruitment (Chapter 4), next we wanted to see if FAK-II also interferes with the IL-4
signalling pathway leading to VCAM-1 and CCL26 up-regulation. Quantitative real time PCR
data showed that FAK-II inhibitor blocked mRNA expression of VCAM-1 (Figure 5.4 a).

Using Western blotting, we looked at the protein expression of VCAM-1 using GAPDH
as the loading control (Figure 5.4 b). Western blot and densitometric analysis showed that
VCAM-1 expression was significantly blocked in FAK-II treated cells compared to DMSO
control or untreated control cells (Figure 5.4 c). The reduction seen with DMSO control treated
cells was not statistically different from untreated control cells.

Similarly, FAK-II also blocked CCL26 expression both at the level of transcription
(mRNA) (Figure 5.4 d) and translation (protein) (Figure 5.4 e) as measured by qRT-PCR and
ELISA respectively. Altogether, the inhibitory effects of FAK-II on VCAM-1 and CCL26
expression mirror those of FRNK, as found previously for eosinophil recruitment.
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Figure 5.4 FAK-II inhibitor blocked IL-4 mediated VCAM-1 and CCL26 mRNA and
protein expression.
HUVEC were pretreated with FAK-II inhibitor (PF 573228) (5µM) or DMSO control for 1 hour
and then stimulated with IL-4 (20ng/ml). a) 24 hours later cells were harvested for mRNA and
qRT-PCR was performed for relative expression of a) VCAM-1and d) CCL26 mRNA and data
were normalized to GAPDH expression. b) HUVECs were lysed and VCAM-1 expression was
determined by western blotting, using GAPDH as loading control. Data shown are representative
of 4 independent experiments. c) VCAM-1 expression was quantified by using GAPDH as
control. e) The supernatants were collected, and CCL26 ELISA performed. Data are mean and ±
SEM of 4 independent experiments. *P<0.05, **P<0.01 and ***P<0.001 by using ANOVA with
Tukey’s post-test.
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5.2.3 FRNK overexpression has no effect on IL-4 induced STAT6 phosphorylation
We wanted to reveal the mechanisms by which FRNK regulated IL-4 mediated
eosinophil recruitment via VCAM-1 and CCL-26. Since phosphorylation of the transcription
factor STAT6 is an early event in the signaling pathway activated by IL-4 (68), we first wanted
to determine if FRNK overexpression affects STAT6 phosphorylation. To test this, we monitored
phospho (P)-STAT6 over time (0, 15, 30 and 60 min) after the addition of IL-4 to endothelial
cells in culture (Figure 5.5 a). After specific time points, cells were lysed, and expression of PSTAT6 was determined by Western blotting using total STAT6 as loading control. We found
phosphorylation of STAT6 within 15 minutes of IL-4 stimulation in FRNK-GFP-transduced
endothelial cells, at a level similar to that in GFP-transduced control cells (Figure 5.5 a). Since
cells undergoing IL-4 stimulation for 1 hour still showed increased P-STAT6 expression, we
stimulated cells with IL-4 for longer time periods and found that STAT6 phosphorylation
gradually decreased in both FRNK transduced and control cells with no apparent differences
(Figure 5.5 b). These results demonstrated that STAT6 phosphorylation is rapid and prolonged
after IL-4 stimulation, and that FRNK does not interfere with phosphorylation of STAT6.

STAT6 is phosphorylated in response to IL-4 and translocates to the nucleus as a
transcription factor for VCAM-1 and CCL26 (41). To determine if FRNK affects P-STAT6
translocation to the nucleus in endothelial cells, we used cell fractionation to separate the nuclear
and cytoplasmic fractions. Endothelial cells were transduced with Ad-FRNK-GFP or Ad-GFP
alone for 48 hours and stimulated with 20 ng/ml IL-4 for 15 minutes. As with our previous
results, we found that 15 minutes were sufficient for phosphorylation of STAT6. The nuclear
fraction of P-STAT6 was examined by Western blotting using Lamin A as a control. P-STAT6
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was present in the nuclear fraction, indicating that FRNK did not affect the ability of P-STAT6
to translocate to the nucleus (Figure 5.5 c). Densitometric analysis showed that there was no
significant change between nuclear translocated P-STAT6 for FRNK treated endothelial cells
compared to control GFP (Figure 5.5 d).
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Figure 5.5 FRNK overexpression had no effect on STAT6 phosphorylation and nuclear
translocation.
HUVEC were treated with Ad-GFP-FRNK or Ad-GFP prior to stimulation with 20 ng/ml IL-4.
After the time points indicated, cells were lysed and probed for P-STAT6 and total STAT6. a)
HUVECs were stimulated with IL-4 for 15-60 min, lysed, and then P-STAT6 expression and
total STAT6 were determined by western blot. b) HUVECs were stimulated for 1-16 hours and
lysed for detection of P-STAT6 and STAT6 by western blotting. c) HUVECs were harvested in
cell fractionation media and cytoplasmic (c) and nuclear (n) fractions were separated. Lysates
were run on SDS-PAGE, and probed for P-STAT6. Lamin A was used as a control for nuclear
fraction. d) Nuclear fraction of P-STAT6 expression was quantified by using Lamin A as a
control. Data are mean and ± SEM of 5 independent experiments. ns = not significant using
ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test.
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5.2.4 The transcription factor GATA-6 is regulated by IL-4
Since we determined that STAT6 is unaffected by FRNK, next we looked at GATA6,
which is a transcription factor for VCAM-1 expression in the TNF-α model of
inflammation(222, 225). Since the role of GATA6 in IL-4 inflammation had not been previously
determined, we first asked if GATA6 is regulated by IL-4 at transcriptional level. GATA6
mRNA expression is low but measurable in endothelial cells under baseline conditions, and
increased significantly following 24 hours of IL-4 stimulation, (Figure 5.6 a).

GATA4 is another GATA family transcription factor, and a study by Lim showed a role
for GATA4 in VCAM-1 expression in mouse embryonic fibroblast cells (127). By using qRTPCR we found no GATA4 expression in endothelial cells, consistent with previous reports(223,
224). When endothelial cells were stimulated with IL-4 for 24 hours, there was still no detectable
GATA4 (Figure 5.6 a).

We then looked at the expression of GATA6 protein in endothelial cells by Western
blotting and found increased levels of GATA6 after IL-4 stimulation as compared to untreated
controls (Figure 5.6.b). Altogether, the data demonstrated IL-4-mediated up-regulation of
GATA6 in endothelial cells at both transcriptional and translational levels.

5.2.5 GATA6 has a role in eosinophil accumulation and transmigration, but not in the
transition from rolling to firm adhesion
To test whether GATA6 might regulate IL-4 inflammation we downregulated GATA6 in
endothelial cells with siRNA specific to GATA6, and assessed whether it is important for
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eosinophil recruitment. Control fluorescein siRNA was used to determine the transfection
efficiency in HUVEC and the specificity of siRNA-mediated downregulation of GATA6.
GATA6 mRNA expression was determined by qRT-PCR (Figure 5.6 c) and protein expression
by Western blotting, with actin as a loading control (Figure 5.6 d). These control experiments
confirmed the specificity of GATA6 siRNA-mediated downregulation.
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Figure 5.6 Transcription factor GATA6 is expressed in endothelial cells and both mRNA
and protein expression are increased by IL-4.
HUVECs were stimulated with IL-4 (20 ng/ml) for 24 hours. a) Cells were harvested for mRNA
and qRT-PCR was performed for relative expression of GATA6 or GATA4 mRNA and data
were normalized to GAPDH expression. nd = not detected; Data are mean and ± SEM of four
independent experiments; **P<0.01 using t test. b) HUVECs were lysed for western blotting for
GATA6 where actin was used as loading control. Blots are representative of 4 independent
experiments. HUVEC were transfected with control siRNA or siRNA targeting GATA6 prior to
stimulation with IL-4 (20ng/ml). 24 hours later cells were either harvested for mRNA or lysed
for western blotting. c) Quantitative RT-PCR was performed for relative expression of GATA6
mRNA and data were normalized with GAPDH expression. d) HUVECs were lysed and GATA6
expression was determined by western blotting. Data are mean and ± SEM of 4 independent
experiments ; **P<0.01 by using ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test.
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Next, we performed transmigration assays on endothelial cells to determine whether
GATA6 was required for eosinophil recruitment and transmigration. Endothelial cells were
transfected with GATA6 siRNA or control siRNA for 48 hours followed by stimulation with IL4 for 24 hours. Endothelial cells were then assembled in the flow chamber and freshly isolated
human eosinophils were perfused for 4 minutes, followed by buffer perfusion at the shear stress
of 1dyn/cm2. The total number of eosinophils accumulated on the endothelial monolayer was
determined at 4 minutes, and the total number of rolling and transmigrating eosinophils was
determined at 10 minutes after perfusion. GATA6 downregulation attenuated eosinophil
accumulation and transmigration (Figure 5.7 a, c) compared to untransfected and control siRNA
transfected monolayers, however rolling was unaffected (Figure 5.7 b).
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Figure 5.7 Downregulating GATA6 attenuated eosinophil accumulation and
transmigration but had no effect on the transition from rolling to firm adhesion.
HUVECs were pretreated for 24 hours with GATA6 siRNA or control siRNA prior to
stimulation with IL-4 (20 ng/ml). 24 hours later HUVECs were assembled in the parallel plate
flow chamber and freshly isolated human eosinophils (0.5X106/ml) were perfused at 1 dyn/cm2
shear stress. At 4 minute a) total accumulation and at 10 minute b) rolling and c) total
transmigration were determined. Data are mean and ± SEM of 5 independent experiments.
***P<0.001 by using ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test. nd= not detected.
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5.2.6 GATA6 is important for VCAM-1 expression but not for CCL26
Next we examined the expression of VCAM-1 and CCL26 in response to GATA6
downregulation. VCAM-1 mRNA expression was measured by qRT-PCR (Figure 5.8 a) and
protein expression was assessed by western blot (Figure 5.8 b). VCAM-1 expression was
attenuated with GATA6 siRNA compared to IL-4 only controls or control siRNAs at both
mRNA and protein levels (Figure 5.8 a, b). Densitometric analysis showed significant change in
VCAM-1 protein expression with downregulation of GATA6 compared to control (Figure 5.8 c).

We next looked at the expression of CCL26 in response to IL-4 stimulation. We found
that downregulation of GATA6 had no effect on CCL26 expression either at the level of
transcription (Figure 5.9 a) or translation (protein) (Figure 5.9 b) as measured by qRT-PCR and
ELISA, respectively. These data suggest that VCAM-1 is regulated by GATA6, but CCL26 is
not.
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Figure 5.8 Downregulating GATA6 attenuated VCAM-1 mRNA and protein expression.
HUVECs were transfected with control siRNA or siRNA targeting GATA6 before stimulation
with IL-4 (20ng/ml). 24 hours later HUVECs were either harvested for mRNA or lysed for
western blotting. a) Quantitative RT-PCR was performed for relative expression of VCAM-1
mRNA and data were normalized with GAPDH expression. b) Cells were lysed and VCAM-1
expression was determined by western blotting. c) VCAM-1 data were quantified and
normalized using actin. Blots are representative of 4 independent experiments. Data are mean
and ± SEM of 4 independent experiments *P<0.05 and **P<0.01 by using one-way ANOVA
with Tukey’s post-test.
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Figure 5.9 Downregulating GATA6 had no effect on CCL26 mRNA and protein expression.
HUVECs were transfected with GATA6 siRNA or control siRNA. 24 hours later cells were
stimulated with IL-4 (20ng/ml). 24 hours later, cells were harvested for mRNA and supernatants
were collected for ELISA. a) Quantitative RT-PCR was performed for relative expression of
CCL26 mRNA and data were normalized with GAPDH expression. b) CCL26 ELISA was
performed on collected supernatants. Data are mean and ± SEM of four different experiments. nd
= not detected. No significant differences were detected using ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test.
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GATA6 transcription is reduced by FRNK overexpression but not by FAK inhibitor
We wanted to determine whether GATA6 is regulated by FRNK. Endothelial cells were
transduced with Ad-GFP-FRNK or Ad-GFP, stimulated with IL-4 for 24 hours, and GATA6
mRNA and protein expression were measured. As seen previously, GATA6 expression was low
but measurable under baseline conditions. GATA6 mRNA expression was increased in IL-4
stimulated endothelial cells and Ad-FRNK-GFP transduced cells showed significantly reduced
GATA6 mRNA expression compared to control (Figure 5.10 a).

Next we wanted to determine if FAK-II inhibitor regulates GATA6 expression.
Endothelial cells were treated with FAK-II prior to stimulation with IL-4 for 24 hours, and
GATA6 mRNA was measured by qRT-PCR. The results showed that FAK-II had no significant
effect on GATA6 mRNA expression compared to control (Figure 5.10 b).

Using Western blotting, we looked at the effect of FRNK overexpression on protein
expression of GATA6 using actin as the loading control and found only a modest effect that was
not statistically significant (Figure 5.10 c, d).
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Figure 5.10 FRNK overexpression but not FAK inhibitor attenuated IL-4 induced GATA6
mRNA expression, with only a modest effect on protein expression.
HUVEC were transduced with Ad-FRNK-GFP or Ad-GFP or were pretreated with FAK-II
inhibitor before stimulation with IL-4 (20 ng/ml) for 24 hours. a, b) HUVECs were harvested for
mRNA and qRT-PCR was performed for relative expression of GATA6 mRNA and data were
normalized against GAPDH expression. Data are mean and ± SEM of 4 independent
experiments. *P<0.05 by using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test. c) HUVECs were
lysed and GATA6 expression was determined by western blotting, using actin as a loading
control. d) GATA6 data were quantified and normalized using actin as control. Data are mean
and ± SEM of 4 independent experiments. No significant differences were detected using
ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test.
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5.2.7 FRNK overexpression prevented sustained ERK1/2 phosphorylation
Previous studies showed that the MAPK (ERK) signalling pathway is activated in the IL4 inflammation model and inhibition of ERK activity has an anti-inflammatory effect(226).
Further, our lab demonstrated that ERK1/2 activation in IL-4 inflammation has a role in
eosinophil recruitment(77, 198). To test if FRNK overexpression affects ERK1/2
phosphorylation in response to IL-4 treatment, we monitored P-ERK1/2 over time (0, 15, 30 and
60 min) after the addition of IL-4 to endothelial cells in culture. After specific time points, cells
were lysed, and protein expression of P-ERK1/2 was determined by Western blotting using total
ERK1/2 as loading control. Image analysis of Ad-FRNK-GFP transduced cells showed early
activation of ERK1/2 similar to control (Figure 5.10 a). However by 60 minutes, IL-4 stimulated
FRNK-GFP transduced cells showed decreased signal for P-ERK1/2 compared to GFP
transduced or untransduced endothelial cells (Figure 5.10 b).
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Figure 5.11 FRNK overexpression had no effect on immediate activation of ERK1/2, but
attenuated sustained ERK1/2 phosphorylation.
HUVEC were treated with Ad-GFP-FRNK or Ad-GFP alone prior to stimulation with 20 ng/ml
IL-4 for 15-60 min. a) HUVECs were lysed for western blotting and probed for P-ERK1/2 and
total ERK1/2. Blots shown are representative of 5 independent experiments. b) P-ERK1/2 data
were quantified and normalized using total ERK. Data are mean and ± SEM of 5 independent
experiments. *P<.05 by using t test.
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5.3 Discussion
The results described in this chapter showed that FRNK negatively regulates
VCAM-1 and CCL26 expression at both transcription and translation levels (199). STAT6 is the
major transcription factor for VCAM-1 and CCL26 expression, however we determined that
FRNK had no effect on STAT6 activation. We demonstrated that GATA6 is regulated by IL-4,
acts as transcription factor for VCAM-1, and regulates eosinophil recruitment and
transmigration. FRNK blocked IL-4 mediated regulation of GATA6 transcription, however there
was little effect on protein levels. Similar to FRNK, FAK-II inhibitor also blocked VCAM-1 and
CCL26 expression, but unlike FRNK, FAK-II had no effect on GATA6 transcripts. Finally,
FRNK was found to prevent sustained ERK1/2 phosphorylation.

5.3.1 FRNK blocked VCAM-1 and CCL26 expression
Based on our findings, we concluded that exogenously expressed FRNK negatively
regulates the IL-4 mediated expression of VCAM-1 and CCL-26, and therefore works as an antiinflammatory protein(199). Future experiments will use FRNK-specific siRNA to test if
endogenous FRNK regulates the expression of VCAM-1 and CCL26. Whether endogenous
FRNK does or does not regulate the transcription of VCAM-1 and CCL26 is an important first
step towards determining FRNK as negative regulator of IL-4 inflammation.

Previous literature described FRNK translocation to the nucleus of cardiac myocytes
during hypertensive hypertrophy(227, 228), suggesting it may also happen in endothelial cells
during IL-4 mediated inflammation. Since we showed IL-4 regulates FRNK, a next logical step
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would be to use live cell imaging to localize FRNK during IL-4 stimulation. A recent study by
Lim et al. showed that kinase-inhibited FAK transported to the nucleus in endothelial cells in a
TNF-α model, and regulates VCAM-1 expression(127). However, this study failed to show how
FAK is kinase-inhibited under physiological conditions. Based on our observations made in the
IL-4 model, we speculate that endogenous FRNK may also be regulated by TNF-α, and act as
kinase inhibitor for FAK. This kinase dead FAK is transported to the cell nucleus and negatively
regulates VCAM-1 expression.

ERK1/2 is an early signalling pathway following IL-4 stimulation, and our data showed
overexpression of FRNK decreased phosphorylation of ERK1/2 at later time points. Previously,
our lab showed that blocking the ERK1/2 pathway attenuated eosinophil transmigration (198).
ERK1/2 activation is a known downstream pathway of FAK (133) so to test this we would first
have to rule out the possibility of FAK-dependent activation, for example by using a
combination of FAK knock down and FRNK overexpression. In subsequent studies, we will
address the exact mechanism by which FRNK inhibits ERK1/2 activation. Ding et al showed
FRNK mediated inhibition of ERK1/2 pathway in the absence of FAK in fibroblast during
pulmonary fibrosis (195). We can speculate that FRNK has a similar role in IL-4 inflammation
as well.

In addition to regulating VCAM-1 via late inhibition of the MAPK pathway, we propose
that FRNK might regulate the stability of VCAM-1 and CCL26 mRNAs. Recent studies support
a role for microRNA in controlling inflammation, and dysregulation of these miRNAs causes
disease(229, 230). A study by Harris et al. showed miR126 negatively regulates VCAM-1
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mRNA expression; knocking down endogenous miR126 promotes leukocyte adhesion to
endothelial cells with enhanced expression of VCAM-1(231). A similar mechanism may operate
in FRNK-mediated blockade of VCAM-1 and CCL26 expression. Determining whether FRNK
does or does not transcriptionally regulate VCAM-1 and CCL26 will be the next step for
understanding its mechanism of action.

5.3.2 GATA6 as a transcription factor in IL-4 inflammation model
STAT6 is the only transcription factor previously known to regulate VCAM-1 and
CCL26, but we found that FRNK had no effect on STAT6 phosphorylation and nuclear
translocation. It is possible that FRNK affects STAT6 binding to the promoter region of VCAM1 and CCL26, and this could be tested in future, however we elected to first look for additional
transcription factors activated by IL-4.

The GATA family of transcription factors is known to regulate the expression of VCAM1 in endothelial cells in the TNF-α model of inflammation (222, 232). A recent study by Lim at
el. demonstrated GATA4 mediated regulation of VCAM-1 expression in TNF-α model of
inflammation (127, 233). Unfortunately, these GATA4 studies were done in mouse embryonic
fibroblast (MEF) cells and were never repeated in endothelial cells. They described a role for the
scaffolding FERM domain of FAK in VCAM-1 expression. However, the FAT domain had no
effect on TNF-α induced VCAM-1 expression. Since we and others have shown that GATA4 is
not expressed in endothelial cells (223, 224), VCAM-1 may be regulated by different
mechanisms in our system.
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We looked at the expression of GATA6 in our IL-4 model and determined that IL-4 itself
regulates the expression of GATA6 in endothelial cells at both transcriptional and protein levels.
These are the first published data showing that GATA6 is regulated by IL-4 (199). By downregulating GATA6 with siRNA, we showed that it attenuates VCAM-1 expression, suggesting
that GATA6 is acting upstream of VCAM-1 in our IL-4 model.

Downregulation of GATA6 has a partial effect on VCAM-1, suggesting that GATA6 is
one of the transcription factors for VCAM-1. Other studies showed VCAM-1 expression in
endothelial cells could be regulated by two or more transcription factors in co-operation (225).
We can, therefore, speculate that GATA6 may be working in co-operation with STAT6. This
hypothesis could be tested using GATA6 inhibitors, mutation in the GATA binding site of the
VCAM-1 promoter and/or knockdown of STAT6.

Down-regulation of GATA6 had no effect on CCL26, which is consistent with the lack of
change in the process of rolling to firm adhesion. These data are similar to our previous results
showing that a monoclonal antibody directed against VCAM-1 caused no change in rolling to
firm adhesion, although total accumulation was reduced (72, 198). This suggests the possibility
that CCL26 is regulated by STAT6 only and not by GATA6.
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5.3.3 FRNK does not regulate GATA6 expression
Our data showed for the first time that GATA6 is regulated by IL-4 and in turn regulates
VCAM-1 expression, eosinophil recruitment, and transmigration. FRNK blocked GATA6
mRNA expression, yet its effect on GATA6 protein translation was limited. It is possible that
FRNK has an effect on GATA6 translation beyond the 24 hours of IL-4 stimulation used in our
model. Another possibility is that FRNK did not affect GATA6 translation but prevented its
translocation to the nucleus. Since we looked at the protein expression by western blotting and
not by cell fractionation, we could not have detected such an effect. Finally, it is also possible
that FRNK could affect binding of GATA6 to the promoter region of VCAM-1. These are some
of the questions that need to be addressed to understand the role of GATA6 with FRNK
overexpression. The FAK inhibitor FAK-II had similar effects as FRNK and blocked VCAM-1,
and CCL26 but had no effect on P-selectin, both at transcription and translation levels, consistent
with our hypothesis that FAK-II creates an endogenous pool of FRNK-like molecules as
discussed in chapter 4.

5.3.4 Proposed model for FRNK as anti-inflammatory protein in IL-4 mediated leukocyte
recruitment
Based on our data we propose a model in which FRNK is acting as an anti-inflammatory
protein (Figure 5.11). IL-4 binds to the type-II IL-4 receptor on endothelial cells leading to
STAT6-mediated upregulation of VCAM-1, P-selectin and CCL26, which are required for
eosinophil recruitment. IL-4 also induces the expression of another transcription factor, GATA6,
which enhances the transcription and protein expression of VCAM-1. IL-4 also induces the
expression of FRNK at a later time point. Once expressed, FRNK negatively regulates VCAM-1
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and CCL26, blocking eosinophil recruitment. The possible mechanism could be that FRNK
prevent transcription of VCAM-1, CCL26 and GATA6 through an unknown pathway.

Figure 5.12: Model of IL-4 mediated recruitment of eosinophils.
IL-4 binds to the IL-4 receptor on endothelial cells leading to increased phosphorylation of
STAT6 (showing in solid blue lines). STAT6 translocates to the nucleus where it induces the
transcription of VCAM-1, P-selectin and chemokine CCL26 (showing in solid blue lines).
VCAM-1 and CCL26 together with P-selectin mediate eosinophil recruitment and
transmigration. We determined that IL-4 also induces transcription and protein synthesis of
GATA6 (black dotted line), which in turn increases VCAM-1 mRNA and protein. IL-4 increases
the late transcription and protein expression of endogenous FRNK(black dotted line). FRNK
blocks transcription and subsequent protein expression of GATA6, VCAM-1, CCL26, eosinophil
recruitment and transmigration (solid red line). Modified from Sharma, R. et al Journal Cell
Science 128(4):695-705 (2015)(199).
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Chapter Six: Summary and Conclusions
6.1 Overview
Leukocyte recruitment to sites of inflammation is a prerequisite for combating and
clearing the infection, and vascular endothelial cells are active participants in leukocyte
recruitment and transmigration. In this thesis, we demonstrated a role for endothelial FAK and
FRNK in leukocyte recruitment and transmigration. Using an in vitro TNF-α model, we showed
that there is a localized shear-independent loss of endothelial FAK in the proximity of neutrophil
transmigration. Downregulation of FAK or interrupted FAK signalling by FRNK overexpression
inhibited neutrophil transmigration, suggested that localized loss of FAK is needed for maximal
neutrophil transmigration. FAK downregulation or overexpression of FRNK had no effect on
TNF-α mediated expression of E-selectin, ICAM-1 or IL-8, which are essential for neutrophil
recruitment. These results are consistent with the known role of FAK in focal adhesion
disassembly (147), a process that may be necessary for neutrophil transmigration.

In contrast to neutrophil transmigration in TNF-α inflammation, downregulation of FAK
had no effect on eosinophil recruitment and transmigration in an IL-4 inflammation model.
Previous work by Cuvelier et al. from our lab showed that endothelial focal adhesion proteins
FAK and paxillin get phosphorylated during eosinophil transmigration (77), and that ERK 1/2,
which is downstream of FAK mediated signalling, is activated (88). However, we did not
observe relocalization of FAK and paxillin during eosinophil recruitment suggesting that these
proteins are not involved in focal adhesion turnover in these cells. Pyk2 is a tyrosine kinase that
is structurally and functionally similar to FAK (119), however downregulation of Pyk2 had no
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effect on eosinophil recruitment and transmigration. A study by Cuvelier et al. showed that a
global protein tyrosine kinase inhibitor (genistein) reduced eosinophil transmigration (77),
suggesting there could be other yet unidentified tyrosine kinases involved in focal adhesion
remodelling.

We used two inflammation models (TNF-α and IL-4) to study recruitment and
transmigration of two different granulocyte types (neutrophils and eosinophils). TNF-α (4 hours)
is a known model to study neutrophil recruitment (192) and IL-4 (24 hours) is used to study
eosinophil recruitment (199). TNF-α up-regulates E-selectin, VCAM-1, and ICAM-1; however,
neutrophils are unable to bind to VCAM-1 due to lack of expression of α4 integrins. IL-4
mediated inflammation upregulates P-selectin and VCAM-1 in endothelial cells as a prerequisite
for eosinophil recruitment. Using these two models, we were able to demonstrate that FRNK has
a role in both eosinophil and neutrophil recruitment and transmigration, however the FAK
dependence of its effects were different. In the TNF-α model, neutrophil recruitment was shown
to be FAK-dependent and the blocking effects of FRNK were the result of its inhibitory effect on
FAK. In the IL-4 model, eosinophil recruitment was FAK-independent and the blocking effects
of FRNK were due to its FAK-independent inhibition of VCAM-1 and CCL26. It is possible that
FRNK performs a similar function in late stages of TNF-α mediated neutrophil recruitment as
well, but our experimental model was not designed to detect late effects. The time difference
between the two models is significant. In order to compare them, future experiments could use
24 hours of stimulation in the TNF-α model of inflammation. A study by Allingham et al showed
that 24 hours TNF-α is still effective for neutrophil recruitment and transmigration(57). We
speculate that by 24 hours, FRNK may act as an endogenous inhibitor of FAK and downregulate
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ICAM-1 expression. If it does, it is likely that neutrophil transmigration would be reduced by
FRNK, similar to eosinophils in the IL-4 24 hour models. As VCAM-1 is also expressed in TNFα 24 hour model we can find out if FRNK has an effect on both VCAM-1 and ICAM-1 or if it is
specific to VCAM-1 only. This would suggest a role for FRNK as an anti-inflammatory
molecule for neutrophils as well as for eosinophils. It would also provide an explanation for the
observation by Lim et al. who showed that kinase-inhibited FAK can regulate VCAM-1
expression in the TNF-α model (127).

HUVECs are primary human cells that are well established for the study of leukocyte
recruitment and transmigration (192, 198). These cells express all the adhesion (77) and
junctional molecules (234) that are known to be required for leukocyte transmigration. By using
these cells, we established important roles for FAK and FRNK in leukocyte recruitment and
transmigration. However, leukocyte recruitment is also organ specific. The extent to which FAK
and FRNK are involved in organ-specific recruitment can be tested in future experiments using
organ-specific endothelial cell lines.

Finally, it will be important to recapitulate and extend our observations in vivo. FAK is
essential for development since FAK-deficient mouse embryos do not develop past the E8.5
stage (107). Endothelial-specific FAK knockout is also lethal and embryos die between E9.5 and
E11.5, indicating the importance of FAK in the development of the vasculature (155). In vivo
studies in FAK knockout mice would require the development of conditional FAK knockout in
adult mice. In a preliminary in vivo study using wildtype mice we used a FAK inhibitor and
intravital microscopy to measure leukocyte adhesion and tissue emigration in the cremaster
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muscle in response to IL-4. Encouraging results indicated that the FAK inhibitor blocked
leukocyte accumulation and emigration. Moving forward we could perform similar experiments
using FRNK knockout mice to investigate the role of FRNK in leukocyte recruitment during in
vivo inflammation(194). To examine IL-4 –mediated recruitment of eosinophils specifically, we
could develop a FRNK knockout mouse in which GFP expression is limited to eosinophils; this
could be accomplished by crossing FRNK-/- mice with the eosinophil peroxidase gfp mouse
(235) and generating a colony of FRNK-/-GFP+ mice through repetitive backcrossing. A possible
complication for in vivo studies in the mouse is that CCL26 is not expressed in mice although
CCL24 is (236). Therefore, it will be important to determine if FRNK blocks CCL24 expression
in the mouse, similar to CCL26 in the human model.

6.2 Significance of the study
Leukocyte recruitment and transmigration to the site of infection or injury is an important
step for inflammatory disease. Endothelial cells are barriers that leukocytes must breach to reach
the site of infection. By testing the hypothesis that FAK is required for leukocyte recruitment, we
determined that transmigration of eosinophils and neutrophils is regulated differently in our IL-4
and TNF-α models. These are the first studies to show that endothelial FAK is critical for
neutrophil but not eosinophil transmigration and that FRNK (which is known as an endogenous
inhibitor of FAK) can function independently of FAK and regulate the expression of VCAM-1
and CCL26 in the IL-4 model of inflammation. Differences in the regulation of leukocyte
recruitment could enable development of therapeutics to block recruitment of specific leukocyte
types in inflammatory diseases.
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